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ABSTRACT 

The need to rehabilitate socially deviant adults has 

always been one of the major cencerns of social workers and 

government agencies involved in the social welfare programmes. 

This work is therefcre designed to examine and evaluate the 

administration of re~:abilitatinn programme for the socially 

devi,mt adults 61f Nsukka prisons of r::nugu state. The 

researcher _through .. the effective deployment of the necessary 

tools for data collection amassed enough data that enabled him 

to come to the relevant findings about the topic. 

The prison adminis~rators through the effective integration 

of the interest and pers~,nal opinion of the inmates worked 

•.; ~ut adequate rehabilitation programme for the prison 5.nmates. 

Unf•i,rtunately due to financial constraints and administrative 

lapses "this pregramme is found to be ·. less functional. 

Th? researcher considers the introduction of m0re 

programmes that are relevant to the previous job expe~ience..s 

l'Jf the prisoners very vital if meaningful and lasting 

rehabilitation exercise is .intended. This programme 

S.hfU!ld be ·weJ..ded int-, an enabling environment Wi.th adequate 

soe1al structures for effective vecational training. A 

1 .sustainable reha.bili tation programme iS a mirage if the 

·.,prograrrane is not sufficiently funded and launched ®O 

·,adeq,...at..ely ,qual1fied manpower base. 
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·_1.1 ·:-· ··-- ... ,• •-. ·, . ~., 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1 

The rehabilitation prC1>gramrnes for socially deviant adults 

especially in the prison require therough and purposeful study. 

Most deviant adults manifest their needs and problems on three 

distinct .levels which are in constant interaction with one another. 

The most salient features of their social situation are that seme are 

.hameless, unattached, unemployed, unemployable and are mostly found in 

prison and pqlice custody. Their ability to support themselves is 

seriously unpaired. 
•':t 

The· issue, -therefere is for imprisonment to be ·corrective or 

deterrent rather than punitive in nature to give the inmates apportu

nitie.s to remold and reform themselves into useful citizens after 

serving the~r terms. 

Unfortunately, the state of Nigerian prisons is. so dehurn.anizing 

to the extent that epidemic of various diseases invades the prison 

walls,. sometimes killing many of them without much concern from prisoi;i 

officials. The death of four of the second Republic Governors, shortly 

after their release from incarceration in Nigerian prisons,, emphasized 

the situation withln the cells. 

A one time Minister of Justice, Prince Bola Ajibola disclosed 

that over 5,300 prison inmates have been set free thrqughout the 

federation. He claimed that the action was an eloquent testimony of 

human right posture of the feder..J. government. If this is the best 

way to rehabilitate and reintegrate prison inmates into the society, 
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the impact would be c!evastating to the Nigerian. populace. 

The society does not look at.: ex-prisoner as one who deseJ;Ves 

complete .integratien into the main stream of the society. The govern

ment on the other· hand, c!c,es not see an ex-prisoner as one wi t.'i a 
he or she is 

;, · right to equal job opportunities except[on state pardon. With respect 

I 

- .. ·. -· 

to the issue of decongestion of prisons, Akpan (1994:41) observed: 

This sudden freedom posed new challenges for the 

detainees. They were ill, looked like moving skeletons, 

·had no job, no .money and no homes. They took to the 

streets, begging for a living. Around bus stops and 

railway lines in ~agos, the sickly sight of the rele~sed 

detainees was familiar. Most gripping was their state 

of health, or rather the absence of it. How could 

anybody be that .ill and emaci&ted •and yet alife7 

people\-conrnents and indignati<>ns are directed towards the inhum.n. · . : 
-t~.t •;e· ... , . ' 

ccmdi tian of 'Nigerian prisons where more than 2, OOO people die annually 
. ·:·:·. 

~ 

from diseases and neglect • 

. \ : -.:. In act.ual fact, there is am existence 0f rehabllitaU.on progra1m1es 

in ·i~igerian prisons, seiue of these programmes include vocational 

training pr09rammes, literacy education pr0grammes, religious and 

mural instruction programmes, and punishment. These programmes are 

geared towards referming the prison inmates to be .better and more 

useful citizens in the society. 

on the other hand, these progrrunmes have not assumed a full scale 

activity in the prisons, hence there .are so many problems obstructing 

the actualization of the gohls of the rehabilitation arrangement. 
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one of the problems that the author of this work encountered 

in Nigeria and especially prison reforms. 

To make matters worse, the people who are supposed to know much 

about rehabilitation programmes - The staff of Zonal Prisons Office 

at Enugu are lacking in both knowledge and library materials and 

hardly were prepared to divulge information regarding their work. · 

Any;idike ( 1993) se med to have foreseen, this problem when he said 

inter;-alia, "There are no enabling laws guiding research to make it 

straight-forward due to undue bureaucracy in a system that has poor 

info.rmation storage facility and retrival system." 

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROELEM 

The attitude of the society towards the socially deviant is 

appalling,. Instead of minimizing the damaging impact of the deviants 
' . 

experience, thet are again made prisoners of the society by being 

treated a~. outcasts •. 

Apparently, government has little or no plans for the disr.harged 

socia·. deviants; the private ·sector also is unwilling to consider 

discharged convicts for employment. 

some ex-prisoners eetusn to jail becau~e the environment outside 

in which the prison remains the same and perhaps, worse 'than it was. 

They return to Jain more hardened • This helps to swell prison cells. 

---· -··' --· . .. " 
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timers 
The first / · are lumped together _in the same ward with hardened 

criminals, theref~re crea'cing room for direc·t contacts, resulting in 

·:.•;!' ,- conta:mination of the former category of· prisoners. 

In addressing.this problems, the study will seek answers to the 

following research questions< 

Does the character of the prograrrme have any impact on the success 

of the rehabilitation programne for the socially deviant adul ts7 

Is inadequacy of fund and infrastructural facilities responsible 

for failure· of rehabilitation programmes for prisoners and other socially 

deviant adul ts7 

Does the relationship among staff and prison inmates have any 

effect on the rehabilitation programne7 

Does the a,ttitude of the prison ·inmates have any effect on the 

success of the reh.abili tation programme? 

:1. 3,_: OBJECTIVES OF' THE S'j:'UDY 

' 
The objec~lves of this study are: \ 

i,ro find out the role of management of pr :.son in the rehabili tat-

ion of the socially deviants. 

To examine the character of the programmes initiated and imple

mented towards the full refoD11ation and rehabilitation of the deviant 

adults. 

To examine the impact of the relationship among members of staff 

and prison'inmates in relation to the rehabilitation process. 

To make meaningful suggestion on the provision of adequate faci

lities ·and proper arrangement to facilitate resettlement of the dis-
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charged i~mates of the prisons. 
,.,, ., ·,' ·,· . . 
1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF Tfit STUDY 

The study will be important for the following reasons:- ·-·. 

It would contribute to the improvement in the,management process 

of the prisons by exposing the underlying problems bedevilling them. 

rt would also make suggestions on how to improve the social 

cond1t1ona of prison 1nmatf!B. 

The work hopes to give researchers a vivid background knowledge 

about rehabilitation programmes in the Nigerian prisons. 

Furthermore, the study will make meaningful suggestions on the 

more effective ways of ensuring genuine social rehabilitation of 

prisoners and ex-prisoners. This has important implication for rele

vant public policies. 

1.5 RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 

There is significant relationship between the success of the 

rehabilitation of the socially deviant adults and the character of 

the pr:ograrnrnes initiated by the prison management. 

There is a significant relationship between the failure of the 

prograume and the management• s inability to procure funds and infras

tructual facilities for the completion of the programme. 

There is a sigllificant relationship between the co-operation 

among members of the staff and the prison inmates on the one hand, 

and the success of the rehabilitation process on the other. 

-·-.- ' 
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1.6 SCOPE OF THE SWDY 

The study limits itself to the staff and convicted inmates of 

Nsukka prison in E:nugu stat;e. Attempt would not be made to cover all 

the inmates of the prison. rt excludes any inmates of the prison who 

is not serving a definite prison sentence. rt therefore. implies that 

those who are awaiting trial are ~at covered in this study.· 

Poli tic.al prisoners who are serving in the prison are also ex

cluded. This is" because they are allowed the least period of time out.-, 

'side ·th7.l.r.: cells arid, therefore, cannot l:usi' involved in any rehal>i~ita-: 

tion and reformation program~e. 

Those who are mentally deranged or who have one mental problem 

or the other are excluded from this study for the fact that accessibility 

to this group of prisoners is highly censored. The prisoners themselves 

are very dangerous and, therefore, are not allowed to co,ne out of 

their cells and mix up with other prisoners. 

1.,7 DEFINITION OF TERMS 
' . 

Functional Literacy: The ability to read, write and calculate, and 

·use,, those skills so acquired in solving our everyday problems. 

prison: A prison is a building in which offenders are kept locked 

up; a place where a person is shut up against his will. 

Encyclopaedia Americana states that a pri~on, traditionally 

defined, is· a place in which wrong doers are confined as punishment 

after conviction. The encyclopaedia of the social sciences, define,s 

prison as a place where person:;; '!Jhose liberty have been curtailed by 
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'I 
law, are confined to assure the successful administration of justice 

or the application of penal treatment. 

Imprisonment: Imprisonment is a system of legally confining, restrain

ing or holding offenders in captivity, especially within an enclosure 

or a building for the pur~ose of serving prison sentences. The act of 

imprisonment involves deprivation of such rights as freedom of movement, 

freedom of association, freecdom of speech, freedom to pursue private 

economic interest, autonomy and free-will. 

Reformation: Reformation is a kind of change which involves the act 

of getting already deformed character into the acceptable norms of the 

society. It therefore implies that the individual who is undergoing 

the processes of reformation has already gone bad and that attempt is 

being made to sieve the undesirable character out of him, and to instil 

in him the accepted behaviour of the society. It is the attempt to 

reconstruct and improve upon the behaviour of the individual through 

-~terqaJ.·. 'for,;:es. 

Rehabilitation: . It is an organized activity tended to develop, some 

degree of homogeneity in the attitude and value of prisoners. To bring 

back somebody who is physically disabled or delinquent, to a normal 

life by special treatment~ The National council on Re'1abilitation ( 1944: 

6) defined rehabilitation as a ;::recess see.'<:ing to achieve "restoration 

of the handicapped to t_he fullest physical, mental, social, vocational 

and economic usefulness of which they are capable.11 

"' I 
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Re-integration: It is the process of re-accepting a discharged prisoner 

into the cOllUllU!}ity after he or she has been reformed from criminal life. 

socially Deviant Adult: He or she is that individual who is above 18 

years arid who ne.gated from the nor:.:s, values, rules, laws and regula

tions guiding the society. Being an adul.t, he or she is liable to what

ever offence or deviant act co~.mitted. The defiant acts range. .. from 

fighting, stealing, bribery, to senior offences like armed robbery 

and murder. Once the individual is caught and convicted, he .automatically 

becomes 'a prisoner. 

vocational . Training: Thi:s involves the .acquisition of skills which the 

prisoners receive in prison on various trades such as carpentry, tailor

ing, welding, weaving, blacksmi·thing and carving. The vocational 

training aims at preparing the prisoners to become professional trades

men on their discharge. 

1. 8 LITERATURE REVIEW 

.Hornby ( 1974:662) defined prison as a building in which wrong

doers are kept locked up; place where a person is shut up against his 

will. Becker (1966:269) emphasised that it is a deprivation of liberty; 

for inmates are more mot! vated to regain their liberty than they are 

to change their personality or values. Cosman (1993:352) stated that 

the purposes of legal punishment can be divided into two groups, accord

ing to whether their underlying goal is the protection of society 

against; c1;~e, or retribution. The first group, accordin.g· to him! can 

be subdivided into two: individu;.i =:i.me prevention and general crime 

prevention. Individual prevention. is thought to be achieved through 
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the rehabilitation, deterrence or incapacitation of the offender while 

general prevention is thought to ~e achieved through deterrent or 

other effects of punishment on others. He further observed that the 

group which has the underlying goal of r<,tribution, and which is a 

mixture of vengeance and scapegoating, can also be subdivided into two, 

depending on how the degree of punishment is determined, whether based 

mainly on the harmfulness of the offence or on the moral gull t of the 

offender. 

syke ( 1958: 78) observed that "life ·in prison is painful experience 

for prisoners and it is so perceived by them. He further stated that 

the prison deprives the prisoners of their liberty, material possession, 

hetero-sexual relationship, personal autonomy and personal security. 

According to Barnes ( 1972: 170), imprisonment has both demoralis

ing and disintegrating consequences on the prisoners. He stated that 

the most serious social liability inherent in the prison system is 

its forwarding disintegration of personality of those committed to 

ii;"s confines. 

Cosman (1993:352) holds the view that "in practice, legal punish

ment is defended on both grounds, the protection of society and retri

bution, even though the first cannot be supported by empirical evidence 

but only by an appeal to an unfounded conunon sense belief in its 

effectiveness, and the second cannot be based on any enlightened system 

of moral thought but only on anger and the emotional desire for revenge. 11 

He supported this view by quoting Rene Gerard (1977:24) who writes 
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that centuries can pass before men realize. that there is no real 

difference between their principle of justice and the concept of revenge. 

Davies ( 1974: 105) holds the view that iniprisonment disrupts a 

man•s home-life and also takes him out ·Of his own social community. 

He maintains that imprisonment destroys temporarily and sometimes 

permanently damages a prisoner's capacity for economic survival. He 

further observed that, the situation so described often talces place 

when an ex-convicts chance of favourable competition with others is 

extensively blurred by the stigmatisation seque.i. to his imprisonment. 

Cla!l_lffier ( 1964:511) draws attention to the fact that through the 

mechanism of imprisonment these who are incarcerated are ustigrnatised 

by the broad ::~ociety." NWeke ( 1985: 14) holds the view that there 

is no doubt that prisoners are stigmatised by mere process of imprison

ment.· This fact can be buttressed by the fact that both private and 

public employers of labour abhore offering employment to ex-convicts. 

'l'he law prohibits. the employment of ex-convicts in the public sector. 

Employers of labour have the impression that ex-convicts are people 

of··questionable character. 

Nweke did not agree with the idea that ex-convicts are people of 

questionable character, he stated. that the possibility of sending an 

innocent person into the prison is not ruled out. He further observed 

that it is not unlikely that mere chance occurence. can send an innocent 

/ citizen into the prison,·anc! here in Nigeria, one has to pay exorbitantly 

to ·~uy11 one• s justice. 
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It is the belief of Cavan (1955:400-401) that imprisorunent itself 

constitutes the punishment 11. He further stated that prisoners are 

conceived as being wicked and sinful and that it is because of this 

that it is thought important to make certain that they could not.escape_ 

from their :!.mprisorunent. 

Barnes (1972:172-173) argues that the 'key to the defects, abuses 

and cruel ties of the present ( prison) system is to be found in the 

fact that, whatever, the pretense, the actual purpose of imprisonment 

is not reformation but punishment •. " It is his contention that if 

imprisonment is not meant to punish the prisoners, a better institution 

with better administration could have been designed for the benefit 

or prisoners •. He also holds that imprisorunent, in imposing artificial 

confinement on ,the convicts is regarded as a new and sufficient method 

of punishment which would do away with the necessity of flogging, muti-

lation and the li~:'.• adding that with the exception of overt muti

l_ation, almo~t every fonn of corporal punishment known to the pre

priso.n days is brought over into the prison system as a method of 

enforcing prison discipline. 

• 

In his 0\-m view, Aghalibe ( 1982: 86) said that nthe prisoners, having 

been proved by the court to have violated the criminal law of Nigeria, 

were ( and still are) committed to various terms of 

punishment for their acts.,, 

imprisor.ment as 

It is the view of Akinyemi CSunday Tribune, January 13, 1985: 5) 

that the prison is meant to serve both punitive and reformatory functions. 

-----· -·------·--
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Nonetheless, Cavan (1955:435) states categorically that imprisonm~nt 

is not only to punish but to meet the human needs of the prisoners 

and to restore them to conventional ways of living, and that it is 

because of this fact that prisons have been built 'and elaborate 

programmes developed. 

Nweke views imprisonment as a punitive institution designed to 

visit the iniquities of the criminals on their heads. He further 

'. 
observed that if any reformation of character is achieved in prison, it is 

done through chance occu,:rence. From time imme:norial, human society gear 

its efforts towards ridding the society of. the existence of criminals, 

and severe punishment often accompanied such efforts. 

commenting on the economic impact of imprisonment, Danmole ( 1968; 

142) maintained that "Within prison institution are reservoirs of wealth

human capital - whose productive capacity is withdrawn from the econo,mic 

·activity of the·-nation." He also stated that even though the prison system 

int.ends to punish individuals for infringing on the accepted code of 
· ... • 

behaviour, in accomplishing this assignment, it imposes a heavy 

economic loss on the society as a whole, by depriving her the employ-

ment of some part of her most important resources, the human capital. 

This loss or economic burden, according to him, has two aspects. The first 

is the disruption of the structure of production and the level of putput 

by drawing resources from free market, and the second is the deteriorat

ion of these resource:·, since human capi t.al, when it is idle Lecause 

of unemployment, d.eteriorates. Putting his own view, Abrahamson 
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(1952:215) saiq that after a series of thorough investigation, a group of 

individuals came to the astonishing result that nine offenders had cost 

the state of New York about seventy-five thousand dollars. In Nigeria 

according to the information supplied by the then 'Internal Affairs 

Minister, Mohammed Mac;ioro, a colossal sum of seventy million Naira 

(H70,000.000) is required to feed the nation•s 50,000 prisoners yearly 

(Times International, January 14th-20th, 1985, p. 7). However, the New 

Encyclodaedia Britannica ( 1980 vol. 14., p. 1097) argues that "the social 

and 'lCOnomic costs of isolating the criminal from the society are less 

than those of the crimes he might have committed if he might h~~e be<;,n 

left free, 11 

The prison community is one of the areas that attract the attention 

of penologists. It is for this reason that Clemmer (1964:511~512) 

describes the prisoner•s world as a "confused world... It is dominated 

·. and it. submits •• :its own community is without a weJ.l established social, 
• • , ••• -" ", •• • . .• . • • r ·.e. , , ,, 

structure·. 11 Clemmer also asserted that in the prison, recognised values 
' 

p~oduce a myriad of conflicting attitudes, adding that there are no de

finite communal objectives. He also maintained that there is no consensus 

for a common goal in the prison. It was 'his contention that the conflict 

pervade the prison community in that the prisoners conflict among them

selves as much as they conflict with the officials of the prison. 

Nweke observed that the.prison community has areas of achievements. 

He· maintained that the prison community is not merely conflict laden than 

the free community. He further stated that the ability of the Nigerian 
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prisoners to have a definite communal objective and consensus was 

brought to light when, on February 9, 1984 at l(irikiri Naximum security 
' 

prison I the inmates united themselves and started rioting and demanded 

for equal treatments as the political prisoners whom, they claimed, were 

given preferential t.reatments, (National c'oncord, February 10, 1984, 

p. 16). In any case, there is no doubt that the prison comnunity may not 

be able to form a well established soc;ial structure. Clemmer also 

asserted that prison comnunity is fraught with· trickecyand dishonesty 

which overshadow sympathy and co-operation. He concluded that the co

operation that exists among the prisoners is purely symbolic in character, 

adding that social controls are only partially effective. He looked at 

the prison community as an atomised one where every inmate is concerned 

with himself only. He further described the community as a world of 

"I 11, 11me" and uminen, rather than "our", ntheirs" and "his". He concl uQ.ed 

that the inmates of the prison community are thwarted, unhappy, y1Sarning, . .. 

resigned, bitter, ·hating and revenseful • 

...... Abrahamsen ( 1952=208) in expressing his utter disgust over· prison 

dismisses it as an "inhuman institution", contending that it would be 

difficult to imagine anyone subjecting a dumb beast to the labour, b1Sat

ing and filth under which those prisoners are forced to exist. 

NWeke (1985:25) in contrast views with both Clemner and Abrahamsen 

observed that only people with old ideas about prison would claim that 

there is no co-operation among the inmates. He further maintained that 

prisoners do co-operate among themselves, have group interest at heart 

and are not all that subjected to inh.uman treatment. 

-.-- ------
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Becker ( 1966:269-279) stated that "a characteristic feature of the 

priso.n as a social system is that it is designed to fulfil a multi:-

pl r.ci ty of goals, and there is likely to be a conflict among them." 

The views of Becker should not be.reasonably controverted betalliie the 

prison actually performs multiple functi~ns, most outstanding of which 

are to instil maximum discipline on the prisoners, to maintain tight 

security over the prisoners and to reform them. A crucial question one 

may ask is,. how is it possible for a prisoner wno is under maximum 

form of discipline and security to be reformed? 

B) REHABILITATION IN PRISON 

The citizen who negates the norms, val ucs, laws and regulations 

guiding the society is a deviant. Being an adult, he or she is held 

.responsible for his or her actions in society. wilkiris ( 1976:111) 

stated that the behaviour which is ,different from, or conflicts with, 

the standards which are accepted as normal within a group or society 
. .. 

system is referred to as deviant behaviour. She further confirmed 

that much attention has been paid to the possibility of· reintegrating 

deviant individuals into society, and to mal::ing them into comforming 

members of it. 

In connection with reformation of the deviants within the prison 

walls, Reckless ( 196 7: 207) holds the. view that 11 the medical, academic, 

vocational, recreational and religious programmes (in the prison). have 

a rehabilitative potential. They can improve a prisoner•s health, skill 

and interest." 
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However, he pointed out that it is doubtful whether those pro

grammes have a very wide-spread rehabilitative effect on prisoners who 

are hard to reach in a large, impersonal sj_tuation, adding that many 

prisoners do not want to be reached by constructive prograrrmes. Reckless 

view is sharply contrasted by oavies• ( 1974: 107) who maintains that11 ••• 

Most men• s experience of r,rison work confuses rather than facilitates 

the process of rehabilitation". He contends that even where full-scale 

work and t.raining are. provided, it is known that only minute proportion 

of the inmates will proceed on discharge in a similar form of activity 

with a view of utilising their inside experience. 

In the same new, Barnes ( 1972: 170) maintains that ntheoretically 

a prison may be an excellent institution for the refonnation of the 

' criminals, but in tne light of its practical methods and actual opera-

tions, it is doubtful 
0

if anything more.ineffective or vicious could b.e 

'devised.as a method of protecting society from the degradation of the 

anti-social classesn. Barnes further contends that both punishment 

. and reformation of criminals cannot be twins, in that two of them can-

not be taken care of in one institution. For him, it is either that the 

prisoners are punished in the prison or that they are formed in the prison. 

Wheeler ( 1966:270) holds the view that "so long as imprisonment 

involves deprivation of freedom and free movement, to that extent 

apparently, it CiJll never be completely therapeutic. He adds that in so 

so far as the chief fact about imprisonment is that it is a deprivation 

of liberty, inmates are· more motivated to regain their -liberty·; than 

they are to change their personality or values. 
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Expressing his complete pessimism and utter lack of faith in 

prison as an institution for reformation and rehabilitation, 

Abrahamsen (1952:209J asserts that when an individual commits a crime 

and is imprisoned, he is only suspended; he will seldornly attain any 

change of ,attitude, nei,ther will he be rehabilitated. on his discharge, 

he is still the sarne·person as he was before he went in; and sometimes 

more of a menace to the society 'than the time he went into the prison. 

Mccorkle ( 1962: 108) contends that nthe welfare of the individual 

inmates •· •• does' not importantly depend on how much education, recreat

ion and consultation he received but rather depends on how he manages 

to live and relate 'with other inmates who constitute his crucial and 

only meaningful world. n He also adds that it is what the. prisoner 

. experiences i,n the prison, how he attains satisfaction from it and how 

he avoids the dangers in it, and how he at least survives that determine 

. his adjustment and decides whether he w:ould emerge from prison with an 

intact or shattered intergrity. 

Cavan (1962:125) observed that for possible reduction in crime, 

there should be an increase in rehabilitative and reformative measures. 

Carlson ,(1973:397) suggested that the educational level of the re

cidivists and ex-convicts should ce improved. He is of the opinion 

that increase in educational level would irr,prove the ex-convicts voca

tional possibilities, which in turc., will deter their motive in commit

ting crimes. 

-------- _.. __ _ 
------ -- ,.-------- -- - --- - ... . 
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Wilkins (·1973: 113) concluded that considerable progress is being 

made in increasi_ng our understanding o,f deviant behaviour, but our 

knowledge is still too limitad for us to be able to deal satisfactorily 

with all the problems it cree1tes in the society, and it is not always 

practicable at present to make use of such knowledge as we do possess 

in the retraining of deviants. 

The researcher is of the view that it would be very difficult for 

rehabilitation to be achieved successfully in the prison walls. 

the prisons a1;e usually authoritarian, bureaucratic organisations 

Firstly, 

pre-occupied with considerations of security and inclined to recognize 

their punitive goal as dorminant. The result is that reha)Jili tation 

programme does not usually have the support and care it needs in order to 

succeed. consequently, most rehabilitation programmes, although they 

should be of fundamental concern, are in practice rarely more than a 

marginal and mediocre activity at best. The manifestations are obvious:· 

low expectations·, poor educational achievement, lack of fund and in-. . . . '. 
frastructural facilities, weak curricula and so on. 

secondly, the existence of a prison culture in both large and small 

penal institution is well-known. studies indicate that it arises from 

th~ various pains of imprisonment which the prisoner experiences. 

Hathiesan ( 1990:43) reports as follows:-

The basic deprivation of liberty itself, the 

deprivation of goods and services, the depri-

vation of security in relation to other inmates, are .. 
so painful that they create a need for defence. That 
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defensive need is met through the establishment 

of the prisoners• comrr,unity with its particular 

norms and values. Life in the prisoners• comm

unity does not remove the pain, but at.least it 

alleviates or moderates it. A common culture 

protects against the pressures from the environment. 

The police, courts and prisons generate and intensify a sense 

of rejection on the part of prisoners as members of the society. 

The prisoners' reply to the rejection is to reject those who rejected 

them. 

These conditions,in the researcher•s view,work against the success 

of any rehabilitative programme. 

--·---·--·-· --·- ---·- ·-
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.1 EXISTING REHABILITATION PROGRAM-!ES IN NSUKKA PRISONS 

Re,habilitation progranur.e in Nigerian prisons is not a new pheno

menon. The programme has been in existence since the establishment of 

the welfare services of the prison department. 

Nsukka prison is one of the Nigerian prisons that try to provide 

its inmates with programmes and activities though which.they.would 

acquire skills, knowledge and attitude . associated for 'their - -. '.:' ::, 

becoming . good ar;id reliable individuals in the conur.unity. The 

progranunes that are provided for the reformation and rehabilitation of 

the deviant inmates include the following:-

punishment: 

' Different types of punishment are applied in Ns~~ka prison as re-

formative measures. AS .a form of punishment, prisoners are deprived,.of 

goods and services. Their cells are ·devoid of furniture and uncared for. 

Their beds have no matresses. Instead of their clothes, they are provided 
',.1· 

with prison uniforms which constar,tly remind therr. of their low status 
·, 

as prisoners. They are not provided with food of their choice nor are 

they provided with drinks and cigarettes which some of them have been 

'; '· '·, used to •. · The ·inmates at·e cut o:f'f from their families, relatives _and 

friends. 

Unlike the prisoners in· rnany Latin-American countries, who enjoy 

the privilage of "conj c.gal visits" inmates of Nsukka prison do not enjoy 

similar privilage. They also suffer loss of autonomy since they have to 
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conform to a series of rules and com1::ands designed to control their 

behaviour. They are subjected to a routine which forces them to eat, 

sleep·, work and play at the time set down by the prison authorities. 

They are also subjected to punishment like hard labour, eg. grass cutting, 

fetching of water, fetching of firewood, etc. 

voc,;tional courses: 

Nsukka prison, as part of its rehabilitation and reformation 

programmes, engage prison inmates to learn one vocational sk.i.11 or the 

other. The governing principle for prison• s vocational training is clearly 

spel't out in a ministerial order .of 12th !~ay, 1959 which states. as 

follows:-

Prisoners should as far as possible be employed 

on the work of a vocational value. Their work 

should teach them skills, or increase their existing 

skills, so as to enhance their production and earn

~pg power on release. 

Thus for the above reason, the skilled and unskilled are compelled 

to learn at least a trade. The deviants are interviewed to find out 

their previous occupation, their area of specialization and interests 

before they are assigned to a vocational trade. Emphasis is laid on 

reformatjng the prisoners to beco:r.e skillful and useful citizens on 

discharge from prison. 

Nsukka prisons offer courses on capentry work, tailoring, black

smithing, ~easonry _· and painting. These tr:ac;le~" have their separate 

workshops. The carpentry workshop comprises , sign-writing, carving, 
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and furniture'' making. The tailoring workshop is responsible for the 

sewing of uniforms for staff and prison inmates. The black-s!aj.t~ing 

workshop· comprises the maLufi!cturing of hand bangles, neck laces and 

finger ri'ngs. 

The workshops are not well equipped with tools and there are 

few professional trade instructors. Thus, the idea of vocational educa

tion and consequent reformation and rehabilitation aimed at is being 

defeated. 

These workshops are co-ordinated and supervised by some Assistant 

Inspectors of Prisons. Only prisoners serving· long term sentences are 

engag<;d in the prison work and vocational training, since those serving 

short term will not have enough time to learn a trade. Most of them 

serve under six· months. Prisoners serving short term sentences are 
' 

engaged in work such as sanitation of the compound, office and kitchen 

boys and also work outside the prison for somL government establishments 

or private individuals who apply to the prison department for their 

services. 

The prison inmates could be allowed to take professional excrnina

Uon like the City and Guil.de~ if they are skillfully qualified to do so. 

The prison department recommend to private companies thos~ discharged 

inmates who; .. they feel would be useful to thE companies. According to 

Higman: ( 1991) The work a man is required to do in the 

( prison should not only accustom him to good 

industrial habits, but should also help him 

to earn a living from his trade on discharge. 
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Thus for the above reason, re-learning is involved when it becomes 

obvious that success in life can be achieved-through non-

criminal ways, that is, it could bring about reformation and rehabili

tation of prisoners • 

. The prison has also acres of land for massive food production, 

poultry and_piggery schemes. Various kinds of food stuff are produced.. These 

include yarns, cassava, maize etc. The _crops harvested in the prison 

farms are consumed by _the prisoners themselves. ;,.ny of the a 

products sold provides revenue for the prisoners. 

The pressing problem affecting the vocatior.al training programme 

is the inability of the administration to procure enough fund and mater!.als 

for the successful implementation of the programme. The inmates do not 

have enough m~terial for practice not to talk of producing large quan

tities of useful house hold goods which could be exhibi ced and sold tq 

the public. 

Educational Training1 

Nsukka prison, in its educational rehabilitation programmes operate 

both· literacy and post literacy classes. According to oyedeji C 1980: 37) 

literacy education is the acqu5.sition of skill of reading, writing and 

calculation. He stated that a literate person demonstrates these skills 

in a language that is intelligible to other person"- Fasokun ( 1980: 55) 

infered that the Declaration of Persefolis in 1975 on the other hand 

identified literacy not just as the process of learning the skills of 

reading, writing and arithmetic, but as a contribution to the liberation 
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0£ 'man and to his £ull development. 

Thus £or the above .l'.'easons, illiterate inmates who are anxious to 

learn are offered elementary education, mainly reading, writing and 

arithmetic. The literacy progralllne which consists of six classes and 

-~hfch\'lllii; ·durin'g the evening operates just like the formal primary 

school -system· (form 1 to form 6). 

Instructors are drawn from the staff who are qualified to teach 

especially those who have National Certificate of Education (N.C.E.) 

and teachers Grade II Certificate (T.c. II). The authority also finds 

it convenient to make use of convicted inmates who happen to be under

graduate and graduate students fran institutions of higher le'arning 

before their conviction. students from Department of Adult Education 

and Department' of social works who are usually on industrial attachment 

assist in the education of the inmates. 

The inmates when they graduate from the progranroe are allowed to 

take ·_first school Leaving certificate. 
. . 

:.:The literacy programme :l,s motivating and so successful that some 

inmates promised that they would proceed to a higher level in their 

educational carrier when they are discharged. 

Malcolm X in his ,aotobiography by Haley (1968) portrayed his 

experience, with the following declaration: 

I do not think anybody ever got more out of 

going to prison than I did. In fact, prison 

enabled me to study far more intE:nsively t.han 

I would have if rrry life had gone differently and 

if I had gone to college. 
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Spiritual and Moral Education: 

Nsukka prison provides for spiritual and religious welfare of the 

prisoners. Religious services are conducted on Sundays and Fridays 

for the spiritual well-being of christians and muslims respectively. 

Moral or religious teachings as well as pastoral work are very important 

in the reformation of prisoners. This has had some effects on some 

prisoners. 

According to Rev. Father Omeje, "The prison inmates do repent, pray 

to God'for forgiveness and even preach to their fellow inmates in the 

prison walls." The moral instruction he believez, makes the prison ;in

mates to change for the better and also enable them to overcome the 

burden of slow passage of time and might lead the inmates to evolve 

positive ai;td constructive thinking about life and society in general. 
to 

social activities are arranged to enable prisoners/learn to live 

together in cordial atmosphere,· and to bring them in contact with the 

world around them. Every prisoner has a say in his· welfare. 

Recreational activities such as ludo game, draught playing, foot

ball, are used as recreational outlets. They are used as ways of occupy

ing time and to prevent the accu.~.ulation of unr.,,st and re.•.entrnent 

occasioned by idleness. 

Parole and Probation: 

The classic difference between probation and parole is that 

generally probation is a correctional programme used before a criminal 

law violator is institutionalized while parole is a similar correctional 
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programme used after a person is. ·released from an institution. 

parole has been defined as a type of leniency. Ajibola (1989:~4) 

observed that the rationale for parole is quite simple: each criminal law 

violator should have a carefully planned, highly individualized progra

mmes, if he is to successfully return to life outsice the correctional 

institution. 

Probation is a procedure by which courts suspend the sentence of 

an offender (especielly first offenders) for a specific period under the 

supervision of a probation officer. Instead of being sent to a prison, 

the offender is allowed to remain in the community. 

counselling: 

This is less intensive and conductors do very little interpretation. 

aut all who ~onduct groups counselling need to be trained, both intheory and 

practice. They ought to have their own staff groups where problems can 

be discussed as·well as their own reaction to them. 

Where everyone is involved in a group, a therapeutic community 
of 

b.ecomes possible. This type/treatment is used intensively in credon 
•,. 

Psychiatric Prison and also in Holloway (in.London). This type of 
.-, ,,. •/ . ' . 

treatment is not available in Nsukka prison, · ,. _ ·, i.s due to the fact 

that there are no mental inmates in the prison. 

2.2 REHABILITATION OF PRISONERS AND THE LARGER SOCIEI'Y 

voluntary organisations. made up of private and hu.1,anitarian 

associations, like the Nigerian Association for Prisoners welfare whose 

aims a.~d objectives include the rehabilitation of prisoners on discharge,. 
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donate money to the discharged prisoners, supply materials and tools, 

supply second hand c~othing materials, etc, which the discharged 

prisoners can make use of, in readjusting to the condition they find 

themselves in the wider society. 

Although they are rendering these aids, the impact is not felt. 

It is like a "drop of water in the oceann and not. very regular. The 

reason is that our people are yet to develop humanitarian consciousness 

to an appreciable degree as regards helping ex-prisoners. 

Some of the inmates have been to the prison before, learnt a trade, 

but on discharge, could not get employment and also lacked funds to 

establish on their own after their discharge. 

Further, the Sl.lCCess of the training given to prisoners would be 

determined by their ability to gain employment after they have been dis

charged from the prison otherwise, failure could lead to recidivism. 

;rt,is-·sugg-es:!;.~·,.: that the government should go further than that by 

removing the clause in. the statute which prohibits ex-convicts from 

being employed in any governrn,mt establishment because this particular 

clause is contradictory to the much vaunted slo~an of reformation and 

rehabilitation as the aims of imprisonment. 

2. 3 RELATIONSHIP BET,·,EEN STAFF AND' INMATES 

-pr!s-on - st~f .,s are always in constant interaction with the inmates. 

This relationship :i,s very essential for the prisoners custody, treat

ment, and welfare. 
that 

conflict may arise in the sense/while it is the duty of the staff 

to ensure the custody of prisoners., 'the prisoners see custody as sordid 
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and punitive measures. The prisoners see the role of the staff as an 

attempt to keep them perpetually locked, counted and controlled. The 

prisoners complain of being kept in cells that are not properly venti

llated nor cared for; they are deprived of their liberty, autonomy, 

heterosexual relationship, goods and services, by the prison authority. 

AS a result of the treatments and cornplair.c from both the staff 

and :the prison inmates the inmates find it difficuJ. t to apr,reciate the 

efforts of prison offic~als towards their reformation and rehabilitation. 

Based on this fact, the relationship appears antagonistic, especially 

where the prisoner is few· weeks old in the prison. But when the inmatE 

starts observing that warders are not direct enemies as such, some 

degree of cordial relationship are then established and he automatically 

starts to express his problems freely to the prison staff and to res

pond more to rehabilitation and reformation programmes and activities. 

AS a result of this awareness, the deviant starts rendering volun

tary,:service·s such as helping to keep the surroundings of the staff 

quarters clean, fetching water for staff, mending their uniforms, and 

helping them on their personal farms. The staff ·-reward. th~s-~. J:l::, 

· -services- by giving the prisoners money, fcod and packet of cigarrett 

Ajobola observed that "occasionally, the relationship between 

staff and inmates degenerate into open verbal confrontations and insults. n 

, Treats on officer's life are made by the inmates. On this note there

fore, the prison staff requires his skill as a prison warder and his 

knowledge in human relations management to control the situation. 
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';. -~f The interaction among the prison irunates is very esseri,ti for .,. 
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RELATIONSHIP AMONG INMATES 

rehabilitation process. The existence of a cordial relation~l.J'.p ···~.,,. ,,/ 
·--., .. --~.~~,.,,.-... 

among the prisoners indicate that a change is about to take place or 

that a change is taking place. Mccorkle ( 1962: 108) contends that "the 

welfare of the individual ·irunates ••• does not L~portantly depend on how 

much education, retreation, and consultation he, rece,ives but rather 

depends on how he manages to live and relate wit'l other inmates who con

stitute his crucial and only meaningful 1-:orld." He also adds that it is 

what the prisoner experiences in the prison, how he attains satisfaction 

fr·om it and how he avoids the dangers in it and how he at last survives 

that determine his adjustment and decides whether he will emerge from 

prison with an ,intact or shattered integrity. rt is not surprising there

fore that irunates forn. highly integrated grou;os in which sentiments, 

morale, and solid':;"ity exist. 

AC<;:ordii;ig to Ajibola, informal irunate groups develop in the prison 
', 

because:-

i) Inmates are isolated from the society. 

ii) Institutionalization generates conunon problems of adjusi:rrent; 

social rejection, pervasive and rigid social control and loss 

of liberty, autonomy, respect, affection, hetero-sexual re

lations, and security •. He further observed that because the 

problems often require the co-operation of other inmates for 

solution, strong pressure· for collective response are built up. 
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. . 
·1".1·Cltquea and gangs develop in various "'ays in .Nsukka prisons. They . . . 
' d:~.velop through b"lon,'!;in,'!; to the aame work group, per!orminr; the 

same-task a.nd shareing common .jokes at worl, place,. Thllly could 

also be. d.eveloped throu~h ha11in1": a common interest in one vooational 

tr&de or the other. Thor~ is also.the tendency !or prisoners who 

o:eigha: to. th~''i~·~\·j:octil\4;:f~· '<ithnic.·~roup or-: ~'r.11.tJ 'to''"fi:.\~'iii"an'"~ .,. ... - ' 

informal ~roup. ~hose observations could be easily idontifiod 

·when the prison inmatno are at work, learning or C!uring recreation; 
' 

2.5 ADMINISTRAT~ IN THE PRISONS 

The organizational hierachy of the priao~a consi5ts of :several 

la~~rs o! au~hority from the Controller General of Prisons. Dep~ty 

contro,ller General, Aa';'istant Cont,roller • Chi,of Superinten<l.ep.t, 
.,,:.:, •• .,,/ _,l-,!'".;l'::.,•~~ • .,,;.,_ft~.,·,,1-•'\ ,J'• ., .,l1s.',, • ··'··.;\ 1,,, J,• ''",'r ,,'.,,,.;.,.,,,,.,·,,, .. ,,., .. 

Superintend~nt,· Deputy Superintendent, Aaaistant Superintendent, 

1nepec\ore, Aseietant Inepectors, Senior Prieon Asuist.nnts, Prison 

Aeeiietante and en\J;s with Prison /,ttende.nta. This ayst,..lll of authority 

which is known ae "the line organisation" r<'lpr<'tsents a basic 

diV
0

is:j.on in the. work structur>ll Q! the prison or5an;.r,ation. Thesa, ... ·,,;,,,· . .,,. 

authorities ~s stated by Ajiboya 9 is based on: 

1 •. ,. Tradi.tionnJ..·,l,dd down rules ·and rogulationis o! th<> ·pri15on, or 

atate authority also comea thr.ough the natur,al t\ivi11!on of 

labour. 

Qualif:\cation, kno>tlodge_ ,.,K1d expertise which make so,:ie oio.e to be · 

eith a _super-ordinate or m1b-ordinato. 

J. ~he manipul&tion of incentives n.~d the ~ivin5 of reward. 
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With the exception of the top and bottom layers of the prisons 
a 

hierarchy, everyone has a boss and is in turn/boss over others. 

He has a more or less definite authority and is responsible to sorne 

one who wants it. 

The Nigerian prison system (1968) stipulates that the prison•s 

senior staff performs, supervisory, decision and policy ma.~ing functions. 

In Nsuklca prison, there are 158 uniformed prison staff. 

- - • - • ..J 
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Table 2.1 ORGANISA'rIONAL CHART SHOWING SPAN OF 
CON'l'ROL IN THE NIGERIAN PRISONS 

1 
I controller General of Prisons {c.G.p.) 

----------------

Deputy controller General Of Prisons (D.C~G.P.) l ·---,-----

Assistant controller General of Prisons {A.C.G.P.) 

controller of Prisons (c. p. ) 

I Deputy controller of prisons {o.c.p) J 
Assistant controller of prisons (A.c.p.) 

Chi<=f supe,rintendent of Prisons (c.s.p.) 
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Table 2.2 ORGANIZATIONAL CHART· - SHOWING SPAN 
OF CONTROL II, NSUKKA PRISCI; 

Superintendents of Prisons (s.p.) 

Deputy superintendent of Prisons (o.s.p.) 

Assistant Superintendents of Prisons (A.s.p.) 

Inspectors of prisons (I.P.) 

Assistant Inspectors of Prisons (A.I.l?.) 

C Senior Prison Assistants (S.P.A.) 

prison Assistants (P.A.) 

Prison Attendants (P.A.) 
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The controller General of Prisons (c.G.P.) 

The controller General of Prisons (C.G.P.) is the overall head 

of the pEison secrvices .in Nigeria. The responsibility of condu:::ting 

the affairs of the prisons rests on him. He is in-charge of 

administration, management of staff, and the training of all prison 

staff. He is ·answerable to the Head of state, in other words, all 

the prison problems are sent di~ectly through l-11m to the Head of State. 

The Deputy contrdler General of Prisons (o.c.G.p. )_ 

The neputy controller Generals are in charge of the different 

prison directorates in the federation. some of these directorates 

are the medical directorates, the finance and supply,· manpower develop

ment and training, Agriculture, pe',sion and gratuity, legal matters, 

works, etc. In carrying out their duties, they are directly responsible 

to the Controller General of Prisons. Most of the directorates are 

mannedby professionals in th~ir different fields. 

The Assisfc,.nt controller General (A.c.G.) 

The Assistant controller Generals man and administer the different 

zones in the country. There are eight zones and each zone is 

administered by an Assistant controller General. zone A has its head

quarters at Minna, zone B at Lagos, zone C at Ibadan, zone D at Bauchi, 

zone E at Owesri, zone F at Brinin Kebbi, .zone G at Benin and zone H 

at Markurdi. 

In this zohal offices, th.;re are other senior officers like the 

controller, Deputy controller and other ranks. These zones see to the 
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day to day running of the activities in the states within the zone. 

The Assistant Controller Generals r~port to Abuja. 

Zone E which has its· headquaiters at owerri controls the follow

ing states: Enugu, Imo, cross River, Ahia, Rivers and Akwa Ibcm. 

Controllers of Prisons (c.P.) 

There are 31 controllers of prisons in charge of the states of the 

federation. Each state is headed by a controller. There are other 

controllers at the Abuja Territory. They are officers that are in 

charge of state administration. They see to the day to day running of 

the prisons in their states. The;discipline staff and inmates, they 

inspect the prisons at intervals, solve the problems of staff and inmates, 

supervise staff salaries and allowances within the state. 

The nerouty controller is the ill11lediate Assistant to controller. 

The Controller delegates power to the Deputies, in helping in the 

administration !?f prisons. 

·The Assistant controller of Prison,, also assist the controller of 

p~isons in carrying out their duties in various states. 

The Chief Superintendent of Prisons (c.s.p.) 

The Chief superintendent is one of the most senior officers and 

heads of the establist~ent. On him rest the .greater responsibility 

of conducting the affairs of the prison. He is charged with adminis

tration, management of staff,. the training of staff etc. The prison 

staff are pub-ordinate to him. 

·- ··-···· -----~ ------·-----~·--·---· -·-···-·-·------··"---~---·- ·------ ·------------
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In a convict prison, every prisoner whc is confined in the prison 

is placed under the legal custody of the Chief superintendent, when a 

prisoner has been sentenced to death, he surrenders the legal custody.,. 

~ 

of the condemned criminal at the time stipulated for his execution. 

According to the prison order, (1988), the Chief Superintendent of 

prisons is .cequired to keep and detain. all persons duly committed to 

his custody by any court, judge, magistrate, justice of peace or other 

authority lawfully excercising jurisdiction. It is the duty of the Chief 

Superintendent to report to the Assistant controller of prisons, if a 

prisoner is insane or critically sick. Elias (1968:47) observed that it 

is the Assistant controller of prisons that appoints a medical 

practitioner to test the sanity of the prisoner or his physical health. 

In the case of dangerous and hardened criminals, the Chief 

Superintendent provide special security measures for the prisoners. 

If for instance such a p.cisoner is undergoing treatment in a hospital, 

the Chief superintendent could place him uncer armed police guards. 

The guards are given full power and authority to do all things necessary 

to prevent him from escaping. 

In the case of mental illness, the Chief Superintendent may place 

him under the care of a psychiatrist. With regards to the prisoner• s 

regulations which deal with the question of adrrdssion and discharge of 

prisoners, checks the documents, certifies that the prisoner is the. 

actual person named in the warrant paper and that the crime sentence, 

date of conviction and other essential information are correctly recorded. 
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The Chief su erintendent, should hc,ve the rtccords of every 

prisoner.under his charge, particulars involving those who have served 

previ·ous jail terms, the formal prison• s where they served, the l"ngth 

of jail sentences, their mental and physical health, attempted escapes, 

' . 
escapes from prison, their attitudes towar'ds prison discipline, the 

crimes they have com,,itted should all be properly recorded and kept. 

It is also the responsibility of the chief Superintendent to ensure 

that a prisoner is discharged on his d'u.a date, check the cor..putation 

of a prisoners _sentence and sign his sig!')ature on th" warrant papers 

and discharge diary. 

Elias ( 1968:67) obsE,rved that when it comes to rdeadng of an 

expatriate prisoner, or for rGpatratio~ before.his Sentence has expired, 

he must write an application through· the Director of prisons to the 

Head of state for Sa[lction to release the prisoner. 

The Chief superintendent ensures that every prisoner received 

into the prison from the court is brought before him within 24 hours -. ~· 

~,. after _his reception. He checks the, papers brought with him from court, 

signs them and .gives any duplicate copy to the .escort accordingly. 

The superintendents of Prison (S.P.) 

The Chief superintent could de,legate the superintendents of prison 

to perform certain functions on· his behalf. The superintendent of 

prison is next in command to the Chief Superint.:.ndents, he takes charge 

of the affairs· of the prison ~,hen the Chief superintendent is on leave 

or away for sor.-etime. In Nsukka prison, during the tirr.e of the research, 
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'th-,, highEcst officer in the hierachy is the supe.ri~t~n~ent of, ,prisons. 

H'e ·therefore performs all the' duties 
0

EOxpected of.~ Chief superintendent. 

He takes disciplinary action against any junior staff or prisoner who 

has gone contrary to ·them. Where the ·superintendent considers ·a··prrsarier. 

to be a hardened criminal, special measures could be taken for security 

purposes. Such a prisoner could be placed under close guards or 

surveillence or in a spcspecial cell. 

The reception board of the prison, comprising the Superintendents, 

.the Assistant superintendents, Senior Inspectors, the \lelfare section, 

the medical and social workers is headed by the superintendent himse
0

lf~ 

He can co-opt any member of the staff to the board. He reads out the 

list. of the inmate belongings from nthe property book" or "Form 40" 

and obtains the prisoner's approval to the correctness of the list. 

Deputy superintendents of Prison (D.S.P•l 

The functions \?f Deputy superintendent accordi· g to the prison 

rules and functions includes supervision of labour, administrative 

duties, and supervision of junior staff. He settles minor disputes 

among the prison warde~s and dEclegates certain t~sks to the junior staff. 

He also organizes working shifts and pick on some senior prisons 

~ssistants to be in~charge of prisoners for outside labour. some 

complaints about prisoner•s offences are brought to the·Deputy superin

tendent of Prisons, for example, ':"hen any prisoner deliberately decides 

to absent himself from work or commits any offence, such complaints may 

be brought to the Deputy superintendent, who could in effect take 
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disciplinary action against the offender. He also handles matt~s 

of enquiry ·arid the reception of visitors. 

Inspectors 'of.Prisons (I.p.) 

There are 21 inspectors of which the most senior is the officer in-
"' •-. 

charge. Other inspectors assist the Chie£ Inspector in running the 

administration of the prison. Differ.ent duties are shared among 

inspectors and they serve as supervisors. some of th,.se duties are: 

visits, admissions and discharges. 

Staff and inmates matters. 

Gate supervisions etc. 

The inspectors act as intermediaries between the superintendent and the 

prisoners. In performing th~se functions, the inspectors are always 

principled, for example, they are capable of taking firm decisions in 

the co'urse of their duty; they are well acqucnted with the prisons rul.eS 

and regulation they are dedicated t6 their duties and performs such 

functions wi~h professional pride. 

· In the absence of the superintendent or any other senior officer, 

the senior inspector assumes control of the whole establishment until 

the superintendent· or the senior officer returns to duty. He is always 

avaiiable for escort duties, ins?Ect junior staff on parade every 

morning .before theyresurne duty, brief them on the functions they have 

t. to perform for the day. He has to be present when prisoners are 

admitted or disch,,rged, keeps record of the prisoners and ensure that 

those not suitable for outside work are assigned to duties within the 
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prison yard. He rn,;kes sure that security n1easures are maintained, that 

is, he checks the rods, iron bars and other security devices in the 

prison and give reports. He also checks from the warders in-charge 

of cJ,ifferent work groups if the n',llllber of prisoners is correct, after 

an outside labour. He supervises the work in the kitchen and examines 

the relations and the quality of food. He ensures that the food is 

of good quality and that all prison.ers awaiting trial receive every 

article that they are entitled to. He provides stationery and other 

essential articles needed l::ty the prison, unserviceable goods are sent 

back to the stores for checking by the survey board of the prison. The 

senior inspector undertakes night visits to the prison, at least once 

in a ~~ek beetween 1~ p.m. and 5 a.m. 

Assistan't Inspectors of Prisons (A.r.p.) 

The Assistant inspectors are sixty one and are responsi:oJ.e for the 

rece;:,tion servi_<;e. They handle o'fficial inquiries especially matters 

related tq visits, performs certain clerical duties, handle the prison 

registers and visitors book. They keep record of the number of 

prisoners leaving the prison for outside labour or for treatment. 

senior Prison Assistants, Prison Assistants, Corporals and Prison 
Attendants 

Their duties include the custocy and treatment of convicted prisoners 

· under their care;, They teach them the rules 

and regulations of the prison as a way of reforming them, therefore it 

is their responsitility to teach the unskilled prisoners to acquire 

the necessary skill in any or the prison's 1,orkshops. since the staff 
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exert a great'deal of in:fluence on·tha prisoners they are expected to 

show good example. Therefore an ideal staff is dedicated to his duties, 

is honest in his dealings, very punctual to office, is willing to l::e 

obey lawful commands given by a senior officer. He should be tactful 

in dealing with prisoners. Whenever they go for outside labour, they 

supervise and control the group of prisoners under their command, so 

that no prisoner escapes. When they come back from outside labour, they 

report and give account o.f the number of prisoners under their care. 

They also excercise some restraints in certain situations when 

dealing with prisoners. They are not hostile to prisoners, instead, they 

are humane enough to identify the,r.selves to the problerr,s of prisoners 

and offer some help in accordance with the prison's regulations. 

The staff, for e:fective rehabiiitation to take place~should be 

fair and just in. dealing with prisoners because they are very sensitive 

to harsh treatment. Therefore, the ways they are treated by the prisons 

. staff could bring about negative or positive outcome in reformation and 

traii:dng of prisoners. 

2.6 PROJVIOTION .AND INCENTIVES 

.This ':t::efers to the vertical occupational mobility wi~hin the 

prison hierarchy. It is one of the major ways in which prison organi

zation motivates its officials to increase their efficiency and dedica

tion to duty. The primary criteria· for promotion in the prison are: 

academic qualifications, long term service, expertise, efficiency etc. 

A staff for example, could be promoted aft"r passing an external exami

nation or in-service training tests. 

--·----~-----.---~--· --· __ .. ---- -
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The staff strength of the prison services indicate that there are 

. more staff at the lower cadres than at thi= top. The occupational 

structur.e is pyramidical in shape, with very few 1,ositionn at the top 

and m.anY positions at the bottom. Therefore, one• s chances of being 

promoted to a higher position is · slim •.. ..:. ... 

Prison staff are civil servants; but they have 

a different salary structure which is called the Unified Paramilitary 

salary Structure (U.P.S.S.). other incentives like transport allowance, 

and 
housing allowance, meal subsidy,/torches are given to the staff. 

Training of staff: 

The senior and junior staff of prisons attend in-service train-

ing courseD There are schools attended by senior staff and some attended 

by· junior staff.' These schools are: 1. prison staff college, Kaduna 

for senior staff, 2. pri.son Training college, Kaduna for junior staff;, 
and 

3. Prison Training_ school, Enugu for junior staff,; 4. Prison Train-

ing schoo_l Ki1;ikiri, Apapa, Lagos for junior staff. 

The prison staff also undergo other training course in different 

institutions and military locations in the country". eg. the A.s.c.o.N, 

Jaji and Kuru. 

2. 7 PRISONS RULES AND REGULATIONS· 

Rules and regulations are made to govern and _direct the behaviour 

of its members. This is to sustain the bureaucractic set up of the 

prison structure. To enforce these rules andregµl_ations, sanctions 

. are imposed (both negative and positive sanctions). In other words, 

. --~ ___ J 
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the sanctions helo to ensure confonnity to· the rules and regulations 

of the prison. 

The prison therefore, has standing orders which are divided into 

three parts: 

a) Reception and Treatment of prisoners 

b) organization and control. 

· ,c) stores and Accounts. 

These standing orders regulate the internal administration of 

the prisons and spell out the rules and regulations. For example., 

the opening standing orders require that every prisoner received into 

the prison from the court must be seen within 24 hours after his re

ception by the superintendent and the medical officer or by persons 

acting on ,their behalf. They ,provide 'that no person may be admitted 

into the prison unless accompanied by a warrant of conviction or commit-

me.p~. 

The superintendent certifi<2s that the i:risoner is the exact 

'person named in the warrant and also check if the crime, length of 

sentence, date of conviction, signatures and other relevant information· 

are correctly entered. 

on admission, prisoners must be searched by prison assistants 

and attendants, male or female depending on.their sexes. The prison

ers• belonging such as money, wrist watches, clothes, etc. must be 

taken from him (except non-criminal prison~rs such as debtors, who 

may be allowed to retain some personal effects). The superintendent 

of the prison_ takes care of the retained articles taken from the 

prisoner. 

·--·-··--·~--- --··. 4 ------· --·-
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Inventory of prisoner's registered prohibited articles are not 

allowed in the prison, such as drugs, hemp, alcoholic drinks or 

dangerous implements like knives. smoking is not allowed in the prison, 

except in special cases granted by the prison authority. The prisoner 

is given treatment whenever he is sick. He is also allowed to take his 

bathe and have his hair cut. 

The standing order 29 of the prison mannual ( 1965) states that the 

clothes of a pri·soner have to be washed, ironed and handed over to him 

on the eve of his discharge. 

All prisoners, l:efore they are transfered to another prison or 

discharged, must be examined by a m<;dical officer. on his discharge, 

this clothes and other articles which the prisoner brought along with 

him on the c;lay he was admitted s,ust be returned to him. 

A prisoner cannot. on the grounds of misconduct while in prison, l:e 

d.etained ·beyond the term of imprisonment to which he was sentenced by a 

court, unless he has been brought again before the court and given a 

fresh sentence. 

Before trial, uriconvicted prisoners may be allowed to wear their 

clot)1es, except when such clothes could.be tendered as exhibits :!:n 

courts. Every convicted prisoner must be provided with ccmplete prison 

uniform ·Which he must wear at all times during the day. 

The regulation further stated that every prisoner must be provided 

with suitable beddings and other articles the prison authority considers 

necessary. 

- --------- --------------- - ------- -- ·-- - - ---
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The prison cells must be kept clean and prisoners must keep 

themselves clean too. A debtor or non-criminal prisoner could be 

allowed to receive at the appcopriate visiting 0ours moderate qua~ti

ties of food, wine, malt drinks, clothings, beddings from relatives, 

but are subject to examination by the prison authority. 

The regulation also sti;:;ulates that sick prisoners should be 

admitted into a hospital or place meant for them. If a prisoner is 

very sick, the superintendent has to be inforrr,ed without unnesessary 

delay. In such a situation, the prisoner has to be exen,pted from 

labour. No prisoner must be made to perform hard labour on Sundays, 

Christmas days, Good Fridays and some irnpcrtant public holidays except 

on rare occasions when his services are highly needed • 

. 
If a prisoner is insane or seriously ill or· has contagious 

disease that could endanger the health of other inmates, the superin

tendent must ( as soon as the medical officer informe · him) , make 

~rangement for relatives or 

and 
financial assistance/ issue 

friends to take care of him. There is no 

not 
of a travel warrant willL_be permitted 

in such circumstances. With regard. to the accommodation of prisoners, 

the ·prison• s regulations, clearly states as follows:-

a) Both male and female prisoners must be confined in separate 

sections of the prison yard. 

b) Prisoners awaiting trial rr.ust be kept apart from convicted 

prisoners. 

.·.·.1· 
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c) Juveniles under 16 years of age must be kept apart from adult 

prisoners. 

d) Debtors and other non-criminal prisoners must be kept apart 

from criminal prisoners. Every condemned criminal should be 

kept in a separate cell. 

Prison officers (whether executive or subordinate staff) are 

bol.D'ld to adhere strictly to all the rules and regulations of the 

·;r'.iii~n\md t~ 'c&ry out all the ini;tructions. They have to obey commands. 

given by a superior officer, maintain order and enforce discipline 

with justice and firmness. A prison officer must not strike a prisoner 

except in self-defel')ce or in deferice of someone else. Prison officers 

who are allowed to carry arms for security purposes must only use them· 

,when it becomes absolutely inevitable. But they should be used in 

such a way that they disable and r,ot kill the person.· 

2.8 SANCTIONS AND STAFF ADJUDICATICN 

There are constant deviations frQ~ the prison•s rules and regula

tions. Both inmates and staff arc plD'lished for going contrary to 

various regulations and rules. In Nsukka prison, some aspects of the 

regulations and rules exist only in theory. 

For example, the standing order of the Nsukka prison stipulates 

that when a prisoner has been admitted, he should be provided with 

suitable .beddings but the deplorable conditions of the cells are in 

sharp contrast to that regulation. Another is that the prisoners 

here are not well clothed; their clothes are torn and are in rags, 

some of them are using. ordinary blankets alone. 

--- ·-~--.-.,----·-- ---- ----- -- ... 
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on staff level, it is a punishable offence for an officer to 

absent himself from duty without cogent reasons and permission. 

Deliberate disobedience of any lawftQ command given by a senior officer 

is a serious offence. Also aiding and abetting of, any offence like 

riots, strikes etc., are very serious offences that carry severe pena

lities. Misusing the prison• s property, stealing or embezzling any 

government money or goods, acceptance of bribe from any member of staff 

or from prisoners, amount to serious violation of the prison··· rules 

which carry se'Uere penalities. Most cases here are handled by the 

superintendent and Assistant su,;erintendents of prison. Some of the 

punishments meted out to the warders could be, , making the warder 

to work in a night shift for some days, reprimand, warning, etc. But 

in very serious offences ·the matters are referred to the state head

quarters at Enugu. 

AS a form of positive sanction ( reward) , any warder of gcod conduct 

who h'as r,erforrne.d a meritorious service could be promoted to higher 

.. 
post. on retirement, he is granted full pension. 

In many cases, prisoners were rer,,orted for malingering when they 

go for outside labour or for treatment in hospital. Other ,offences 

like assaulting fellow prisoners or a prison officer, re~eiving or 

being in possession of any article not allo~~d by the prison•s regula

tion, such as hemp, drugs, dangerous implements etc. are serious 

offences. others are escaping from the prison or attempting escape, 

fighting among prisoners or any physical attacks on warders or riots. 
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Punishments could take different forms depending on the 

gravity and type of offence the prisoner has committed. It could be 

meted out by the superintendents of prison, inspectors or even courts. 

When the offence is, grievous such as the murder of a fellow prisoner 

or warder -the prisoner's case is referred to the courts, where he is 

judged and fresh sentence passed on him. Other minor punishments are, 

fetching of fire-wood for the kitchen, fetching of water needed for 

other domestic use, some grass cutting etc. 

2.9 CONDITIONS OF i'/ORK 

From the information given ty staff of Nsukka prison, various 

working incentives are given to the staff. 

According to the superintendent of prisons and some other junior 

staff intervi~wed, these incentives include leave bcnus, housing acco

mmodation, travelling allowance, in-service training and fairly good, 

,salaries. The prison staff are sent to Kaduna training school or 

E;nugu,pri~on training school for further training. on the ccntrary, 

most of the junior staff of the 1orison complained of low working 

incentives. They feel that the salaries of warders are not attractive. 

Many of the warders do not benefit from housing accommodation in 

the prison•s staff quarters. ~hose who bt2nefit from such acco-

,mmodation facilities are pdson officials from the rank of inspectors 
I,' . '.,; ,·,, ' . 

and abcve. some of the prison staff feel ti:at the nature of their job 
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is characterised by boredom , some warders have the feeling of in

security working with criminals, especially, when they are "not allowed 

to carry arms. There are also i:rison officials who feel that the 

prison service does not com;r.and the respect it deserves from the public. 

Nonetheless, there are recreational facilities for both junior 

and senior staff. At present, Nsukka prison has a staff club, 

Similarly, there are conditions under which members of staff could be 

discharged, . dismissed and suspended from office.. A men:ber of .staff 

Who retires volu:1tarily from office after many years of ,·ervice and 

has reached the age of 55 years, is entitled to pension. 
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Cl-'.APTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHOOOLOGY 

This chapter presents the design of the study comprising informa

tion on the population and sample, the instrument used, methods of 

data collection and techniques for data an~lysis. 

3. 1 AREA OP STUDY 

This study was carried out at Nsukka in Nsukka Local Government 

area of Enugu state.· The study made use of Nsukka prison only. 

POPULATION 

The population for this study consisted of all 6f the one hundred 

and fifty eight ( 158) members of staff and all the seventy two ( 72) 

convicted prison inmates, all of Nsukka ;;risen 

v:as used for the study. 

3. 2 POPULATION AND 5AM'LZ SIZE 

The total JX>Pul ation 

Since only one prison was used as a case study, the whole ;x,pula-. .. 
tion of the staff and convicted inmates were used. 

The members of staff include:-
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Table 3.1 STAFF STRENG'Jll OF NSUKKA PRISON 

post 

S uperin ten dent 

Deputy Superintendent 

Assistant superin Lendent I 

Assistant superintendent II 

Inspectors 

Assistant Inspectors 

. senior ~risons Assistant 

~risen Attendants 

Total 

Table 3.2 The 'Population.'of .. pdsoner:s inmates include: 

Literate inrr.a tes 

Illiterate inmates 

Total 

56 

16 

72 

55 

population 
( staff strength) 

2 

3 

5 

13 

21 

63 

36 

15 

158 
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3. 3 RESEARCH DESIGN/INSTRUMENTS 

The following methods of eliciting information 1,,ere used 

for trit, ,;tudy. 

Primary sources: 

a) Interview: peicsonal interviews with prison ad11inistrators; r.he 

welfare officer, personnel officer, the literacy education 

instructors and the vocational training instructors •,;ere con

ducted. 

This interview we.re to elicit infor,cation on the role and activities 

of the prison administrators in relation to the rehabilitation progra-

mne. 

Some prison irunates here interviE:we.d so as to ascertain the impact 

of the rehabilitation programme on them and how they relate with the 

prison staff. 

Few ex-inmates were also intervie-wed to find out if they are 

actually utilizing the skills they acquired within the prison walls. 

b) Questionnaires: 

Two sets of questionnaires were constructed, the, first set which 

has a sample-~ize of one hundred and fi.fty eitht ( 158) was meant for 

the prison ,staff, while the second .,et which has a sair.ple size of 

seventy-two was meant for the irnnates. This was the total population 

of the staff and convicted ir.mates of the prison. 

h · · were t h pt· f h f · T e questionnaires ; to est t .e pcrce ion o t e ef ective-

ness of reformation and rehabili tat:ion programr:;es in Nsukka prison. 
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The participants were educated on how to complete the question

naire. The prison assistants and the welfare Officer assisted in 

assigning the ques_tionnaiz:;es to the priso'n irunates. Some of the very 

illitrate 'Ones had the same que~tionn_aires explained :to them in verna

cular and their responses filled in accordingly. This had to be done to 

ensure the collection of objective data from both the literate, and 

the illiterate prisoners. ,However, some of them 1-.ere persuaded to 

fill the.questionnaires. 

The first set of ci.uestionnaires which ,,,as r,:eant for the F,rison 

staff was simply distributed to members of staff who 1·:ere on morning 

duty. The researcher had to wait for those on afternoon duty to re

sume before he distributed th<, rest of. the questionnaires. 
were 

This decision to distribut<: two sets of questioru1aires / to 

compare information given by the prison inmates with that of the pri~on 

staff. -

Observation: 

Direct observation: The following obse,rvations were made; the ways 

various functions are being performed by members of staff responsible 

for different duties, the ways. prisoners were organised into work 

groups and supervised, the structures of physiccl facilities within 

the prison, ie. the various workshops, -che library, the kitchen, the 

cells, etc. 
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Other observations were on how they were treated and how they 

were responding to treatment. A~so observed were prison inmates at 

work, durinc;J recreation and durl ng tht literacy classes. All th<:se 

were carried out through constant visits to the prison. 

Secondary Sourc<=s: 

Goverrunent Annual Publications, Prison Departmental Annual Re~orts, 

Text Books, News papers and ·Periodicals were used for the study. 

3.4 METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION 

The questionnaires were personally distributed to both the staff 

an<;! .irunates of the priso,:i with the assistance of the welfare officer 

and the prison assistants. The questionnaires were personally col

lected with the help of these officers too. 

However,, on the first set of questionnaires ·which was for the 

staff, 8 of them were not returned and 10 were badly filled, leaving 

the researcher with only t40 valid questionnaires. The second set of 

. questionnaires which was for the inmates, 16 of them were badly filled, 

leaving the researcher with only 56 valid questionnaires. 

3. 5 TECHNIQUES FOR DATA ANALYSIS 

Frequency distribution table a.rid percentages ,,ere used in 

presenting the data collected in the field. 

. 2 
Chi-square test (X ) was used to analyse the data presented • 

. ~. ,.,·, .. The test was necessary to find out the significant relationships 

f between the dependent and the independent variables highlighted. 

Table 3.3 . SAl'.FLE, RETURN AND PERCENTA~E,5 

sample 

prison irunates 
Prison staff 

-----·-· - ----- ····-· ' -·-····- -

Total ·Population l NO, 

·- . , ... ·-'-· ·--

72 
158 

I , 

l 
' 

Returned 

56 
140 

% 

77.78% 
88.61% 

', •. 
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PRESENTATION r~ALYSI)LAN,l!_DI§.QJ!;SION' 

59 

Ir\lprosonment as a method of implanenting punitive reaction to 

. .. law-breaking scarcely occurred in earlier societies in the western 
'- I."· ·"•'i'i:1,,.'.\t:\,~; /.:/·:. ~·, :··~.. , , ·; ~··'. •. · . , , , , ' . ., . , . , 

world. · sutheri'and c 1974: 311) believes that though there were cas·es • ,: · 1 

of imprisonment of criminals by the church authority in England about 

it 
the 13th century,/may be because they were not allowed to use death 

penalty and also beca~e they believed that withdrawal from association·· 

or public was rehabilitative. 

In the 19th century im;,risonment came to predominate all the pen,..:. 

lities for crime. ·Its increase being associated with a reaction against 

the cruelty and ineffectiveness of capital and corporal punishments. 

' The 19th century practices of l.lliprisonment were in tended to change 

the mentality of offenders while the early imprisonment in western 

countries aimed at imposing the duration of confinement mPst appropriate 

~ deter others fro;n -ooco:nit!:.ing crimes. 

In 1900, the conce::,t of imprisonment was punishment and reforma

tion, but the concept later changed during the period of Lord LU<jard 

(1912-1930) to include rehabilitation. 

According to Ayandele, ( 1966: 270) , the period of Donald ( 1946-

1955), was a great reform in the prison approach to the treatment of 

criminals; for Donald produ:ed a ten-year development plan which was 

in line with the modern approach to penology. He stated that "law 

----- ' ·-·-----.,·-~-----·-- -· ...... -- ·-· -------·-·-·· ---------·-·-·--.. ---------.. . 
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breakers were riow to be regarded not merely as offenders who must 

·-
be punished but as individuals who must be rehabilitated and converted . . 

into non-deviant citizens. 

. : 11 y·h. •.. JI, . ., '' ·). . ' • . .:., .. ~·· ~nr,1 

t·t,.__,· ·~c: ,-1 .,. ; ' f.C • I ~ ,:- l • 

Ajibola ( 1989: 5) summarised the history of treatment o'f convicted 

criminals as a consequence of retribution, restraints; rehabilitation 

and re-~ntegration. 

This chapter is therefore set out to present ·and analyse the 

data collected in the course of the study for testing the research 

·questions and the hy,;othesis as postulated in chapter one. out of 

72 questionnaires for the prison inmates which were distributed, 56 

were returned giving a return rate of 77,78%. Further more out of the 

158 questionnaires for the prison staff which were distributed, 140, 

were 'returned giving a return rate of 88.61%. All were used in the 

data analysis. The full working of the questionnairescan be seen in 
... j ~ 

~ppendix III and rv. 

,:;-'·,: .- ,, . ; '. .;., ·:.:.(I,).·,. Analysis .of Research 
~::fr1;l'r~i~..:_,: i;(° .;·:f ;r ;.\i;1:):·: :'.:;,, \ :,.. ~;'"~·i ~: ~::));:::·;.·.'ii :f\ . ~ " ~,, 

Research Question 1 

Questions 

.' '\'. 

; 

Does the character of the programme have any impact on the success 

of the rehabilitation and reformation programme for the socially 

deviant adults? 
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. T_able 4: 1 

Type of Programmes Prisoners Engage in (For Inmates) 

Programmes I 
Carpentary 

I Welding 

Tailoring I Literacy 
Education 

weaving 

Mason TY 

Painting 

sanitary 

Total 

Respondents 

9 

10 

16 

5 

5 

11 

56 

Percentages 

16.07% 

17.86% 

28. 57% 

8.93% 

8.93% 

19.64% 

100% 

61 

Table 4: 1 shows that 9 ( 16. 0?%) respondents engage in carpe11tary 
,, 

while 10( 17.86%) respondents engage in tailoring. 16( 28. 5'1%) res-

pondents engage in literacy education, while 5(8.93%) respondents 

engage in mason ry. 5('8. 93%) resJXndents engage in painting while 

11( 19.6_4%) respondents engage in sanitary operations. The table 

therefore shows that the rehabili.tation programmes available at Nsukka 

prisons include carpentary, tailoring, literacy .education, masonery; 

painting and sanitation prograrrmes. 
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Table 4: 2 

Those who make the choice of Programme (For Inmates) 

Those who choose Respondents percentages 

The prison authority 24 42.86% 

Friends advice 4 7.14% 

personal choice 28 50.0CI,\\ 

Total · 56 100;~ 

Table ··4.2 indicates that 24(42.86%) respondents er.gaged in the 

programme based on the prison authorities initiative while 4(7.14%) 

respondents engaged in the programme based on friends advice •. 

28( SO. 00%) respondents chose the trade based on their o,;n initiative. 

' Table 4.2 ,therefore shows that the interest and personal opinion 

of the inmates are considered before they engage in any progrwnme. 

Table 4: 3 

Consideration for Previous Job Experience (For Inmates) ~... . 

Consideration Res r-ondents 1:>ercentages 

yes 40 71.43% 

No 16 28.57% 

Total ! 56 100% 

Table 4:3 indicates that 40(71.43%) res_ondents stated that their 

previous job experiences were assigned to learn the trade while 

16( 28. 57%) respondents stated that their previous occupation were not 

.I 
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considered. Table 4.3 therefore shows that the previous occupation 

of the inmates wer" consider"d before they were assigned to learn a 

trade. 

Table 4:4 

Inmates level of Interest on the Trade they are learning (For Inmates) 

Interest Respondents percentages 

Yes 40 71.43'% · 

NO I 16 28.57% 

Total I 56 100% ! 
T,µile., 4.4 seeks to find out whether the convicted social deviants 

' of the prison are interested in the occupation they are learning. 

40(71.43'%) respondents stated that they are interested in the job 

they· are learning and would want to continue with the job when they 

,ji:e discharged while 16( 28. 5.7%) respondents stated that they are net 

inte~ested in the programme • 
. 

Table 4:4 therefore shows that most of the inmates appreciate 

the trade they are learning. CODESRIA
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Research Question 2: 

Does the attitude of the prison inmates have any effect on the success 

of the rehabilitation programme? 

Table 4: 5 

How the Inmates participate in the Programmes Provided (For staff) 

participation Respondents Percentages 

very reluctantly 10 7.14% 

Reluctantly 10 7.14% 

Actively 80 57.14% 

Very actively 40 28.58% 

Total · 140 100% 
' 

. Table 4: 5 indicates the feeling of .members of staff towards the 
I 

way inmates participate in the programme. 10( 7.14%) respondents 

stated that inmates pa ticipate very reluctantly while , .. 
· ..... 

10(7.14%) respondents stated that inmates participate reluctantly. . . 

80(57.14%) respondents stated that inmates participate actively in 

the programme while 40(28.58%) res;;onc:ents are of the view that inmates 

participate very act'ively _in. the programme. 

Table 4:5 therefore shows that the inmates are interested and 

therefore participate actively in the programme. 

--·-------- .. 
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Table 4.6 

Relationship Among the Inmates (For staff) 

Level of 
Relationship 

Not cordial 

fairly cordial 

Cordial 

very cordial 

Total 

Res~ndents I 

5 

15 

50 

70 

140 

I 
percentages 

3.t88% 

10. 71% 

35.71% 

50% 

100% 

Table·4:6 presents how the staff saw the relationship among 

the inmates. 5( 3. 58%) respondents stated that. the relationship 

' -· ~- . : 
' , .. 

, . . .. .. .. , . . .. among the inmates was not cordial while 15( 10. 71%) respondents stated 
:.,•:;f:.~F~\·;<·~:,.~,''._·:_,<'::i,'<:~ll':-,.":~>.)~~!F:< ',-.;· .·. :;·., .... ·· .. _ · ,:. ''• ·, .: ,,,, _ • t•r !' 

• • .. , , 1' 1· , • • • ( ' ·' ,::;et~,.~': 'J \:·'.1' · · ·, '·· ;r,:__ · that:'.the. relationship ,was, fairly cordial. 50 35~ 7'.!%/ respon~-~-t/>. \· .,,,;',:_.{·:1. 

observed that the relationship was cordial while 70(50%) respondents 
·, .. 
~tated that the relationship was very cordial. 

Table 4:6 therefore indicates that the relationship among the 

inmates was very cordial. 

·Table 4:7 

Existence of fallow-up programmes for Discharged Inmates (For staff) 

Follow-up Respondents percentages 

Yes 60 42/85% 

No 80 57.15% 

Total 140 I 100% 

- -·- ----- - --- - -----
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Table 4:7 seeks to find out if there is organised programme 

for discharged inmat,s. 60(42.85%) of the respondents stated that 

in uk . ·1 the_re is;existence follow-up programme in Ns ka pnson whi e 

80(57.151~ of the respondents stated that follow-up prograrn.~e does 

not exist. 

Table 4: 8 

Type o~ follow-up Progranunes (For staff) 

Follow-ups Respondents P.ercentages 

visits· 30 20. 00% 

counselling 25 17.86% 

Transport to go 
home 80 58.15% 

Provision of 
machines 

Literacy classes 5 3.57% 

.. I Total 140 100% 

Table 4.8 shows the opinion of the staff on the type of follow

up progranunes provided. 30(20.00'.') respondents stated that visiting 

the discharged inmate is the follOl•,~up programme while 25( 17.86%) 

, . 'fes'pondent's state ' that counselling is the follow-up programme 

carried out for the discharged inmates. 80( 58.15%) of the respon

dents are of the view that transport fare to go home is the only 
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follow-up programme while 5(3.57%) respondents stated that literacy 

classes are opened for discharged inmates as a follow-up programme. 

The· table above therefore indicate that, more than half of the 

responden~s are of the view that transport fare is the only follow

up incentive given to the discharged prisoner. 

Table 4.9 

Rate of Utilization of Skills Acquired in the Prison Wal+ (For staff) 

Rate of 
utilization 

very few 

Few 

' Many 

very many 

T.otal 

Respondents 

91 

40 

9 

140 

Percentages 

65.00% 

28. 57% 

6.43% 

100% 

Table 4.8 shows to find out whether the ex-inmates are utilizing 

the skill they acquired during their·incaseration in prison. 

91( 65.00%) of the respondents stated that very few ex-inmates utilize 

the skill they acquired in prison for their daily bread while 

40• 28. 57%) rc.spondents stated that only very few individuals utilize 

the skill. 9(6.43%) respondents stated that many ex-inmates utilize 

the skills they acquired in prison for their daily bread. Table 

··-· ... --·. ~--· '\_ -.~~·-···---------·------------

i 

·•• ··1 
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4.9 therefore indicates that the ex-inmates that utilize the 

skill they acquired in prison were very poor compared to the lot 
' '. 

that engaged in the rehabilitation programmes when they were in 

prison~ 

Research Question 3 

Is inadequacy of fund and infrastructural facilities respon

sible for failure of rehabilitation programmes for prisoners and 

other socially deviant adults7 

Table 4.10 

Materials for 'practice (For staff) 

Enough Respondents 
' 

Percentages 
Materials . · i . . . . - .. ... -...... ...... - ~ 

Yes 15 I 10. 71% 

.. '. ... ~ ~ 

NO 125 · 1 89 .. 29% 

Tota.t .. ·140 .... .. I .... 100% 
. . 

,' 
,. 

.. ' 

Table 4.10 shows the level of materials available for 

prisoners to practice in Nsukka prison. 15(10. 711,) respondents 

are of the opinion that there are enough materials fo:i: practice 

while 125(89.29%) stated that there are not enough materials 

for p:i:actice. The table above therefore indicates that the in

mates do not have enough materials for practice. 

.,, 
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Table 4.11 

HOW THE WORKSHOPS a ARE FINANCED (For staff) 

. 
workshops well Fairly Poorly' t Not I Ta.tal 

j Financed 
I l 

carpentry 
.. 

20( 1~.29%) 120( 85. 71%) I - 140( 10 - 0%) 

welding - - 15( 10. 71%) 125(89.29%) II 

weaving - - 5( 3. 37%) I 135( 96. 4 3%) II 

' 
Tailoring 10( 7.14%) 53( .;1.42%) 72( 57.43%) - II 

Literacy 

I Education 68( 48. 57%) 40( 28.57%) 32(22.86%) - II 

Mason. ry - 28(20%) 112( BO%) - .. 
Painting - I 30(21.43%) 75( 53. 57%) 35( 25%) II 

' I 

Table 4.11 shows how the workshops are financed. In the carpcent.ry, 

workshop, 20( 14.~9%) respondents stated that the carpentry· workshop 

· 1 wai(fairly::financed while 120(85. 71%) stated that the carpentry work-
,.. poorly · · 

! 

shop was a/_ financed~ In the welding workshop, 1s(10.71%) respondents . . -
. poorly 

were of the view that the welding workshop. was / financed while 

125(89.29%) respondents were of the view that the welding workshop 

was not financed. In the weaving workshop, 5( 3. 57%) respondents 
poorly . 

stated that the workshop was ./. financed while 135(96.43%) respon-

dents stated that the weaving workshop was not financed. In the 

tailoring workshop, 10( 7.14%) claimed that the tailoring workshop 

was well financed, while 58( 41. 42%) respondents stated that the 
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tailoring workshop was fairly flnanced. 72( 51.43%) resr,ondents 

indicated that the tailoring workshop was ill financed •. In the literacy 

education workshop, 68(48.57%) respondents stated that the workshop 

was well financed whiie 40(28.57%) respondents indicated that the work

shop was fairly financed. 32( 22.86%) res;:,ondents were of the view that 

literacy ~,orkshop was ill financed. 

rn the masonry workshop, 28(20%) respondents stated that the 

masonery workshop was fairly financed while 112(80%) respondents 

opined that the workshop was ill financed. In the painting workshop, 

39(21.43"~) respondents stated that the worksh'?P was fairly financed, 

75( 53. 57%) resrondents showed that the workshop was ill financed while 

35(25%) respondents opined that the painting workshop was not financed. 

Table 4.10'indicate that the rehabilitation programme workshops in 

Nsukka prisons were il.l financed and therefore ill equiped for an 

effective rehabilitation to take place. 
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Table 4.12 

THE FINANCING OF THE REHABlLITATION PRCGRAl•ME (For staff) 

Financer 

The Federal 
Government 

'):'he state 
Government 

The Local 
Government 

voluntary 
organization 

Philantropists 

Prison Officials 

Total 

Responses 

95 

.:. 

25 

15 

5 

140 

Percentages 

67.86% 

17.,86% 

10. 71% 

3.57% 

100% 

7'.l. 

,Table 4.11 shows the various bodies financing the rehabilitation 
' . .. 

programme. '_::95(67.86%) respondents stated that the progranune is 
;.., 

financed by the federal government while 25(17.86%) respondents in-

dicated that voluntary organizations finance, the programme. 15( 10. 71%) 

respondents showed th~t.philantropist finance the rehabilitation 

programme while 5( 3.57%) were of the view that prison officials 

finance the programme. 
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Table 4.13 

INSTRUCTURAL l'.A~ERIAL FOR PRACTICE (For Inmates) 

Materials Respondents Percentages 

yes 

NO 

Total 

5 

51 

56 

8.93 

91.07 

100% 

Table 4.13 tends to deter,r.ine the adequacy of instructional 

material for practice by the inmates. 5( 8.93%) respondents stated 

that there was enough material for practice while 51( 91.07%) respon

dents were of the view that there was not enough material for practice. 

' Research Question 4 

Does the relationship among staff and Prison inmates have any 

effect on the rehabilitation programme7 

Table 4.14 

CONDITI0:11 OF SERVICE IN THE PRISON (For staff) 

I 
condition of service Resoondents! 

- I 
Percentages 

Unsatisfactory 50 I 35. 7'2$, 

Fairly satisfactory 70 50.00% 

very satisfactory 5 3.57% 

satisfactory 15 10071% 

Total 140 100% 
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Table 4.14 indicates the condition of service in the prison. 

50( 35. 72%) indicated that the condition of service was unsatisfactory -' 

while 70( 50%) respondents were of the view that the condition of service 

was fairly satisfactory. 15( 10. 71%) respondents stated that the condi

tion of seryice was sathfact9ry while 5( 3.57%) respondents opined that 

the condi :tio!1 of service was very· satisfactory'. T~le 4.14 therefore 

indicate that the condition of service in the prison was fairly satis-

factory. 

Table 4.15 

RATE OF REPRIMAND FOR JUNIOR OFFICERS (For staff) 

Querry Respondents Percentages 

Yes 20 14.29% 

No 120 I 85. 71% 

Total 140 100% 

. , · '!'able 4.15 shows th,, rate o.f erring <1mong th<: ntaff. 20( 14.29%) 

i:-"espondents con~irmed that they have been reprimanded by their boss 

in the office while 120(85. 71%) stated that they had never received 

querry or reprimanded since they started work with ·the prisons. 

Therefore, table 4.15 indicates that the staff are dedicated to 

·. duty. 
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Table 4.16 

THE RATE OF FIGHTING A.'IONG THE INMATES (For staff) 

Rate of 
Fighting 

Do not 

Rarely 

Often 

very often 

Total 

Respondents 

0 

105 

20 

15 

140 

Percentages 

0% 

75% 

14.29% 

10.71% 

·.c. 74 

,. 

Table 4.16 shows that 105( 75%) 

l,.h<' 

' : )"'', ~'./\.,. 
rc:spondents stated that the inmates , .. :r:"::, 

rarely fight among themselves while 20( 14.29%) res,ondents stated that 

the inmates often fight among themselves. 15(10.71%) respondents 

stated that the inmates fight very often. The above table therefore , · 

'indicates that fhere was a cordial relationship among the irunates, 

since·they rarely fight among thanselves • ...... -

'Table 4.17 

J. ,,, 

LEVEL OF INTERACTION BETWEEN THE PRISON INMATES AND THE STAFf' (For staff) 

Discuss Respondents Percentages 
Freely 

Yes 102 I 72.86% 

NO 38 ' ! 27.14% 

Total 140 100% 

---- .- .. -- -- --~-
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'.t'tible •1, 17 pretwnts how freely th<i 1ituf!' dl11clu11i wlth Uio :l11-

'mates·. 102( 72,86%) respondents were of the view that the staff dis

cuss freely with the inmates while 28(27.14%) respondents sta\;ed that 

th~y 90 not discuss freely with the inmates, 

Table 4, 17 therefore confirms that the relationship between the 

inmates and staff was cordial. 

Table 4,18 

LEVEL OF PUNISHMENT GIVEN TO THE PRISONERS 
WHEN THEY 'coMMIT OFFENCE (For staff) 

I Respon.dents Level of 
punistunent 

! 
' 

Not punished 0 

Rarely punished 20 

often punished . 80 

very often 

,·, ~'.:" punished 40 
-... 

Total '140 

I 
' Percentages 

0% 

14.29% 

57, 14% 

28,58% 

100% 

Table 4.18 shows how often the inmates were punished when they 

commit offence. 20( 14.29%) res;:onc:!ents were of the view that the in

mates were rarely punished, .80( 57.14%) res;:ondents stated that the 

.inmates were often punished while 40( 28. 57%) resi:ondents observed that 

the inmates .were very often punished. Table 4.18 therefore indicates 

that the inmates were punished any time they commit offence. 

·- -~·-----·------·-·-------· ---- --·------ ----------------
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ANALYSIS OP HYPOTHESIS 
' ... , .. 

Hypothesis I 

·There is signlficant relationship between the succe~s of the re-:. 

.habi~itation of the socially deviant adults and the character of the 

pro\Jramme initiated by the prison management. 

where 

2 
x· 

= 

={__(oi. - ei }

1 

. ei 

chi-square 1° degree of freedom 

oi = observed frequency 5% level of significance 

ei c expected frequency 

Decision rule: Reject Ho if calculated value is less than 

table value, otherwise accept HO. 

Question 16: Do you think that the prisoners will embark on the 

same work they are now learning when they are .. ':"·, 

discharged. ( a) Yes // ( b) No r:-7 .. , " ' 
·,_.,• 

Table 4.19 

Response oi I ei oi-ei . i 2 ( . . ,2 ( Ol.-e ) } Ol.-el. 

- l ei 

Yes 30 70 -40 1600 22.86 

No 
! 110 70 l 40 1600 22.86 

I 
, 

140 LJ 45. 72 

Table value = 3.841 

calculated value= 45.72 = Accept Ho. 
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. Therefore, there is significant relationship between the success 

of the ~ehabilitation of the socially deviant adults and the character 

o:!f the progranun!; initiated by the prison management. 

1-!YPOthesis II 

There is significant relationship between the failure of the 

progranune ·and the managements inability to procure funds and infras-· · 

tructural facilities for the completion of the programme. 

where 

x2 

x2 c/'(oi - ei)2 

2. ei 

C chi-square 1° Degree of freedom. 
'' 

oi 

ei· 

c observed frequency 

expected frequency 

5% level of significance 

Decision rule: Reject Ho if calculated value is less than table 

value, _otherwise accept Ho. 

Question II , 

.':;1: It tnere enough instructional materials in the workshop for your 

~i',Ctice? 

Table 4.20 Yes r7 No / .. 7 

· ·. Responses I oi I 2 . . . ? 

ei qi ei (oi - ei) (oi - ei)~ 
eJ. 

I ~ 
5 28 -23 529 18.89 

51 28 23 529 18.89 0 

56 37. 78 

,·.1 
. I' 

f L ;: 1 ,~1\,r i 
' ,,,, 

•0 ·------···----• ~.-u-·-------
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···.1 

Table value = 3.841 

calculated value Q 37. 78 = Accept Ho. 

Therefore, there is significant relationship between the failure 

of the programme and the managements inability to procure funds and 

infrastructural facilities for the completion of the programme. 

Hypothesis III 

There is significant relationship between the co-operation among 

members of the staff and the prison inmates, and the success of the 

rehabilitation process. 

Where 

2 
X 

2 
X, = chi-square 10 Degree of freedom 

·, 

oi 

ei 

~ observed frequency 5% level of significance 

.. expected frequency 

Decision rule: Reject Ho if calculated value is less than Table 

Value, otherwise accept HO. 
-.::-. 

oiiestion 12: How would you rate the relationship between you and the 

prif!on.inmates? 
·. ~' . '.,; 

a) Cordial r7 ( b) Not cordial / .J 

Response I oi ei oi-ei ( oi-ei)
2 ( . . i2 01.-eJ. 

ei 
t 

Cordial 80 70 +10 100 1.428 

Not cordial I 60 70 ! . -10 100 1.428 

140 2.856 

'~; 
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Table value a 3.841 

calculated value c 2.856 = Reject Ho. 

Therefore, there is no significant relationship betw~ the-c9-

operation among members -of staff and the prison inmates, and the 

success of the rehabilitation process. 

4.2 DISCUSSION 

The wo~k aims at studying the administration of rehabilitation 

progra.rrane for the socially deviant adult in Nsu.~ka prison. The 

findings of the study were interpreted on the basis of the analysis 

I , 
of data collected. 

Based on table 4.1, it is evident that r habilitation programmes 

available at Nsukka prisons include vocational training, literacy 

education and religious/moral instru::tion. This may have been so 

'because the prime· objective of the Nigerian prison services as statt;,d 
' . 

in the Nigerian year Book (1977-78:286) is not to punish offen_ders as 

such, b~t to rehabilitate and reform them so as to enable them to 

beco!"e·. non~deviants, useful citizens. 

'According to table 4.2, the admini_stration considers the inte,est 

and opinion of the inmates before they i:iere engaged in particular 

trade. Their previous job experiences were also considered before 

they are posted to learn a trad~ as indicated in the analysis of 

table 4.3 This is very important because, it helps to arouse the 

interest of the prisoners more than if they were introduced to 

· programmes quite strange to them. consideration for previous job 

experiences before inmates are assigned to learn a trade creates room 

for continuity and perfection on the ·job. 
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•' .. - . 

Based on the· analysis of table 4.4, there was the indication' 

that the inmates were interested in the job. This, therefore,· 

implies that the contents of the p;ogramrne have a laudable impact 
;1, ~ "~ ; ' 

~n, i,t;\ ".';1.Ccess as stipulated in research question one. 

· ~rom the analysis of table 4.5, there is the implication that 

the inmates participate actively in the programme. This indicates· 
,,. ' ' ., • t • ' 

that most convicted social deviants abide by the rules and regula~ ' ' . . - . 

. tion guiding the prison. The welfare officers, interviewed, 
''. ' 

explained th.at the inmates carry out the instructions stipulated to them 

and'~l~o adapt to the conditions within the secluded environment. 

There was also thta, existence of a very cordial ·relationship 

am_cing the inmates. To confirm this finding, Ajibola (1989:56) 

observed that the inmat; s from themselves into gangs or groups. 

These groups, he confirmed; protect the interest of their fellow 

·members. The cordial relationship that exist ena!,le them to parti-. •'' . . _ .. .... . 
:i "cipa,te actively in the progr~es that are provided for them. . ''',. . " . -

rable 4.7 contains· analysid data on the existence of follow-

1,IP. programme for th,e di~charged .deviant. The findings indicated. 

that follow up programme for the discharged inmates was no.t noticeable' 

in the prison. Most of the respondents were of the view that the 

only incentive the administration gives to an ex-convict is the 

transport fare to go home. Akpan (1994:41) made this observation 

about the ex-inmates. 
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"They had no job, ~o money and no homes, 

They took to the ~treets, begging for a 

living". 

.81 

,, 
Thi~ defines the faith of west inrnates·when they are discharged -·-
from prison. Most of the discharged inmates are frustrated 

' ' 

.becau~e they ~re disillusioned about the society. 

Furthermore, analysed data on table 4~9 disclosed that·very 
' ~. . 

few inmates utilize the skill they acquire in the prison. EVen 
,; ' ' ' ·' 

thotigh the inmates par.ticipate actively in the programme and 

indicate i"nterest to continue w th the same trac;le when they are dis

ch,arged, the inability of the prison administration to prepare a 
"suitable ·follow-up programme for the discharged inmates makes those 

dreams and expectations false. AS a result, there is the ability, 

of \he ex-,inmates to be integrated fully into the society. Nweke 
., 't, • 

I • 
(1985130)-observed that instead of minimizing the damaging impa~t 

9£ .w~ deviant•s experience, they are again made prisoners of the 
~ ~- . . . 

sotie~Y. as they are treat d as 9ut-casts. 

one can infer from the analysis of table 4.5 that the 

attitude of the prison inmates have ~ittle effect on the success 

of rehabilitation as stated in research question two, since what 

determines the outcome is the rate of utilization of the knowledge, 

skill and attitude acquired in prison on the society. 

., 
• 

. ' 

' ' ,, 

.. ·-·. -·--···-·---·--' 
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The analysis of table 4.10 implies that the inmates do not 

have enough material for practice. This confirms Ajibola 

(1989:56) statement "the library· is not equipped, there are no 

books, no chairs and tables; so the prisoners cannot mas:e use of 

books for their· studies." This is a major problem facing rehabili

tation programme in Nsukka prison. 

With regard to the workshops, table.4.10 indicates that the 

workshops in Nsukka prison were all financed and ill equipped. 

There were fe,,. industrial workshops and failities in the prison 

for the training of prisoners. This gives the impression that the 

irimat s may not perfect on-the job before they are discharged and, 

since practice makes perfect, it would be difficult for the social 

deviants to continue with the trade thev did r.ot practice or learn 

very well when· they were in incaceration. It could be obse~ved that 

the reason why the inmates do not continue with the trade they 

acquired in the prison is because they did not perfect on the job 

befor~ they were discharged. On the other hand, the prison 

administration does not hav~ viable programmes or agenda for the 

discharged inmates. 

The analysis of table 4.11 indlcat~s that financing of the 

rehabili.tation programme. was fairly adequate and the federal 
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government doe.s the funding of the programmes 1,ith little assTstance 

from voluntary organisations and phi l antropists. rt is quite 

unfair that the public does not feel concerned with the plight of 

these prisoners. If the awarene~s is there, th~n the public will 

give willingly to the rehabilitaticn progra'llllles. The federal 

gove llll)ent, n? doubt, give large amount of moqey to prison 

institutions but, for the fact that prison management demands much 

money, people begin to doubt its probity. A retired kilitary. 

officer col. John Shagaya in 1.987 once asked whether "The huge 

sum of money pumped into our prisons for theie reformation can be 

justified by what actually go on in the prisons." 

The prison authority could through the mass media (radio, 

television, newspapers and magazines) create awareness on the 

plight of the convicttd social deviants, so that assistance could 

be gotten from the public. 

Based on the analysis of tables 4.10 to 4.13, one would 

therefore conclude that inadequacy of fund and in~rastructural 

facilities could te responsible for failure of rehabilitation 

programme for the convicted inmat~s of the prison. 

Research question four borders on whether the relationship 

among staff and prison inmates has any effect on the rehabilitation 

programme. 
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The abalysis of table 4.14 to 4.18 seeks answers to·· the 

above question. From the findings, it is evident that there is 

84 

a cordial relationship among the inmates and staff of the prison. 

The ·starr are dedicated to their duty and rarely receive querry 

from their boss but the condition of service is not satisfactory. 

The inrnat.,s rarely fight among themselves but are punished anytime 

they commit offence. 

one could therefore infer that there is a sense of 

objectivity in the administrative management of the prison. No 

stone is left unturned ln maintaining discipline and ensuring that 

there is~ condusive atmosphere for the inmates. 

On the other hand, this has no impact on the success of the 

rehabilitation programme since the prison walls is a different 

environment fran the society. 

Mathiesen (1990) writs atout prisoners experiences: 

The basic deprivation of liberty. itself, the de

privaticn of goods and services, the deprivation 

of heterosexual relati.cns, the deprivation of 

autonomy and the deprivation of security in re

lation to other inmates are so painful that they 

create a need for defence. That defensive need is 

met through the establishment of the prisoners• 

community with its particular norms and values. 

Life in the prisoners• community does not remove the 

pain, but at least if alle iates or moderates it. 
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.canmon culture protects against the 

pressure from the environment. 

From the analysis of hypothesis III, it was observed that 

theire is no significant relationship between the co-operaticn 

among members of staff and the prison inmates, and the success 

of rehabilitation process. 

To butress the necessity of skill needed for an effective 

rehabilitation to take place, a ministerial order of 12th May, 

1959 states: 

Prisoners should as far as possible be 

employed on =rk o'f a vacational value. 

ThE·ir work should teach them skills, or 

increase their existing,skills, so as toe 

enhance their production and earr:ing power 

on release. 

on the issue of punishing a prisoner when he commits an offence 

as statEsd in table 4.18, Nweke ( 1989: 20) observed that ·"punishment 

. is a refor11:ation meast.tre. Wher. a prisoner commits an off ~'lee, he 

is given·punishment that would be commensurate with the offence he 

committed." Punishment in actual fact helps to deter others from 

committing similar offence. 

With reference to the poor ccndi tion of service in the 

prisons, the management should encourage the staff by p!acing them 

on .a special salary scheme, providing accommodation for them, 
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providing for the safety needs of the staff and providing in

service training for the prison staff. This would go a long way 

towards motivating the workers to perform their functions with 

utmost jurisdiction. 

. .. ~ .. ,.,_, - -·~ -- . 

' ! 
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' CHAPTER FIVE 

'SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMJ-:ENDATIONS 

5.1 SUMMARY 

·' 88 

J, •. , t j 

,· ,•;: ... ' ·· Th.e findings of this w:irk were summarised as follows:-

,, It was found from the various literatures reviewed that 

' ,. 

~-. I• 

··:t/ · .. · 
,r ,. 

·/~~f', 1,' 

.... ' 

·'' ·1 

'. 
., 

'' 

imprisonment should be corrective or deterrent rather than punitive . . ' 

fn n~ture. 

Reformatiqn and·rehabilitation programmes give the inmates 

opport1J!1ities ~o remould and reform themselves into useful citizens 

after: serving their terms. . . ' . 

The rehabilitation programmes available at N~ukka prisons include 

::.,, .. 7apen~, tailoring, masonry, painting, sanitary and literacy 

education. 
" ' I ' 

The'interest and personal opinion of the inmates were con-. . ' 

sidei,.ed before they engage in a particular trade. The administrators 
. I . , ,. . 

a'iso ·c.onsider their previous occupation before they are assic;ned to 
'. /. • i•\ 

':[',, .. '·. . learn'a trade .• This is to give room or perfection and continuity 
'1t,\;>r ;{1,.tJ;:'.;fJ'.\l'.::.·! .. · 1~,., ;:.~\ ,~ :<·',, . ,,,i · ,, . ,'! , • 

''.f::t}:i~;~,t.1:.~~i~·~1'1~!~::i{OP,;i'tht)v;c:~t1;t~'ai .·~1;q.i~. i~~t~~. have, Jreaciy ~cquir~.d. "", i ,,r·· •··- ''! •·','c_.~;,·1''\:j~'t','{\• 1-c'''rj·(;'. ,,· , .- , ',, 'J• ·,· ''',· ,/·I 

(.1 
·, ·, . '• 

·l'',' 

. ( 

,. 

'''\ 

The prison inmates appreciate the ~10rk t~ey are learning. 

. Eighty of the respondents representing 57.14 percent of prison staff 

belieyed that the prison inmates participat actively in the progra

mmes provided. 

seventy of the respor.dentsJepresenting 50.00 percent of''the 

start were of the view that the relationship among the inmates of 

the prison was very cordial •. 

-··-------· ---- ......... _ .... ··-···,...~-·- .•··· 
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f )H,(.' ,,MQ'o '"'" >oH of <oo <eSpond~b ,:.,,. eo~""' o:::.. SC.ff wor< , 
' . ,t. 

;:/{c.: '·o~ the yiew that the pris?.n f\Uthority gives only transport aJ.J.ow:ance: ,'. ,',: 
~.1~(' ' ' 

':i.l ; ,. . to the cn<-inmate as a follow-up progr<11runc. 

::1 . 

.;, .. ·: ;'• 

' . 

::1·· . l 

,', ' ' ' 
1~ -. ' J ,; 

,, Tt1e ··number of ·ex-inmates. that utilize tile ;kills they learnt in_ 

prison 'for their daily bread were very ·poor compared to the lot that 
·- .. 

·engage in the rehabilitation programme when they were in prison. 

'',' ,'1'. 
,, 

.· The inmates do not have enough materials for pract:I,ce. The re

and therefor~· 
' 

l)ab~litation workshops in Nsukka prison were ill financed 
' · . equipped · · · 

'' 

., 

i],l .r,/4;i~for an effective rehabilitation to take place. 
-~ -- . . 

Ninety~five of the respondents representing 67.86 perc~nt of 
; ':- !; /· 

the 

staff stated that the federal government finances the rehabilitation 

'progralllll1es. 

·The co.ndition of. service in the prisons was fairly satisfactory as 

stated by seventy of the respondents representing 50.00 percent 
• ,, .. ,:··:~-1·1 

of the,_,;,,. 

. : .... ~::~t~~t' .'< 

' ' ::··. 
·, The; pris9ri staff were dedicated to their duty, only twenty .Fesp".n-,, ; 

_:dents .t'.epresenting 14.29 percent of the staff stated that the¥ have ,•1. 

received quer:y: or been reprimanded in the' office in one way or 1;.he o:ther • 

. There was .. cordial relatio11-ship among the inmates; rarely c:!o' t~ey 
'' ." ' 

fight aillong themselves. 

The interaction between the i.nmates and the staff was cordial a:S 

'-, 

J. :: , ·.:.·, .. observed. by 10~ 
fi· .!( 

of the respondents representing 72.86 percent of the staff. 

{1;t1~,;.::::«1t; :;{{1~!;)1:itf }<:~t:·; 'f;? ;>::; v~\;.·~ :~ :., 
·1. !$~1ft{,,,r;i·i!l-!;\tifi)tf'tft,~,tr1, ?d};!~{i~1: .')·,: ,4 ::-if. ! f/f"'1t~•:;'.f ; /. ~:\'·a.,·, ,,, ''; V·, ,'~·,. f :'.I !"' 

t ,' 

!' . ':' 
I 
j 

I 

t~_"'' ... ·-···----·...! .. 

'· .. \. . 
A•·. Jl.',-, . t 

,~ ,' 
\,"' 
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'l'he inmates of Nsukka prisons were punished anytime they 

commit offence. 

There is significant relationship between the success of the: 

:i:-ehabilitation of the socially <'eviant adUl ts and the character 

of the, programme initiated by the prison management. 

·There is significant relationship between the failure of the 

prograr.,ne and the, manage:ments inability to procur.e funds and 

infrastructural facilities for the completion of the programme. 

·There is no significant relationship between the .co-operation 

among members of staff and the prison inmates, .and the success of 

the rehabilitation process. 

5 • 2 CONCLUSION 

Based on the analysed hypothesis, one could infer from 

the findings that the problem of rehabilitation programmes 

-borders on the character of the programmes initiated by the 

-:' prison management, and the management inability _to procur·e funds 

and infrastructural facilities for the completion of a viable 

rehabilitation programme. 

! . 
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on the other hand, whether the relationship between the staff 

and prison inmates is cordial or n?t, it has no ,effect on the success 

of rehabilitation programme. The success lies more on the acquisi-

tion of skil~ from the prison ar,h the utilization of the skills acqui,red 

in the society. 

The management ·should therefore liaise with the propel· authority 

I Of . . 
concern~~ towards the drawing rp!:'uitable programmes which should 

' ::~;:::o-"P ~,MU•• r ~ off~U= «>aMH>oli= OM,

5.4_ RECOMMENDATIONS / 
From the f~ndings of tl. ·s study, the following recommendations 

'a:re made: -

1. The prison administration·should introduce more programmes that 

are relevant to the r iscners • previous Job experiences. 

2. The public-should b_, made aware of the fact that their help is 

... needed in the funi.ng of the rehabili tati,;m programmes. 

~~ · Nigerian prisons/hould introduce follow-up programmes other than. 

counselling and ,.visits. such other activities as buying tools 
ex-prisonerr5 

for '/ . and· iving them grants, both by the federal government 

and vol un tar. 
I• •. 

o::gar!isat:u;m, so as to help them establish; shou+d 

I 

------------ ------ ·- --------·-·-·-· 
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be encouraged •• 

It is the_duty of the prison administrators to create these 

4. The government should supply more beds, blankets, pillows and 

mattress, to prisons. 

Most of the inmates sleep on the floor, while those with 

beds sleep without matrasses on them and also without pillows. 

Also c:lothes should be supplied to the inmates, : since . .- majority 
P,risoners · tl)ey 

of , 7 in Nsukka prisons have no clothes to wear, · /. only tie 

· blro1kets around their waist';,. 

5. The socia~ workers in prison should liaise 1,1ith prisoners• 

relatives and encourage them to visi~ inmates. They·sholJ.}.d also 

be involved in the rehabilitation of the socially deviants. 

6. More industrial workshbps should be built in the prison, in order .. 
to make the .. irunates have variet:Y of professions to choose from 

7. Recreational facilities should be provided for prisoners, such as 

educational films and social gatherings, once in a week, where 

they can sing and dance to music, etc. They should also be 

allowed to listen to radio programmes. 

All these will help to ameliorate the feelings of depression 

and parania brought abcut by being in prison. 

B. The prison .administration should improve the working conditions 

of the prison officials. The salary structure of the warders 

should be reviewed. More attention should also be given to· the 

in-ser~ice training of warders and their pro~otional strycture. 

·---~·---·--· . 
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With significant improvement in the salary structure, 

promotional system and the ·general working condition of prison 

o~ficers, more qualified professional people would be motivated 

to join the prison•s service.· With increased dedication, there 

'would be greater efficiency and productivity. 

9. The pr~son authority should liaise with the government and 

. remove from the statute book the clause that bars ex-convicts ' 

from being employed in any government establishment. This 

,,-,>;· ,,,: ~-~~?~:uJ,_ax: cl~u~e contradicts the philosophy <;>f imprisonment in' ·., 

Nigeria; reformation and rehabilitati~i'.i of ~r.isone;s ~d m~e~·, ';:' 

the ex-convicts feel deeply rejected by the society. 

10. Finally, the National Orientation Agency, and other public 

and welfare organisations· should embark on enlightenment carn

paing to educate members of the public on the importance of 

1;>ei·ng accommodative and co-operative to ex-convicts so as to.' 

reduce the latter•s feeling of societal rejection and its 
,: 

consequence of imwinent recidiviS!\l • 

. . ~--~----------·---a • 

' ";• ; ,.,,, '• . ,. 
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APPENDIX I 
.. , 

INTEllVIEw'scHEDULE FOR PRISON STAFF 

What is your rank? 

When did you join the prison service? 

How long· have you seerved in Nsukka prison? 

What is the present category of the Nsukka prison? 

Give a history of this prison. 

What is the present staff strength of the prison, 

How are you people ranked hierarchically? 

At presen~ is the prison understaffed? 

Has the prison any of the following specialists: sociologist, 
Psychologist· or criminologist? 

Hpw does the prison recruit p~rs~n?,"'.el · into its services? 

And what qu,alifications are required for promotion and placement? 

Wha~ incentives are given to staff? 

Has tt:ie ·prison .inservice training for staff? 

un~er what circumstances could a _member of staff be d'2lnoted, 
disn.dssed or retired from the service, 

What 'is. the present population of inm<1tes in the pri.r.on? 

; What. approacJ:>es are applied for the ·treatrr,ent of inmatesi , . 

What·are·the problems facing the prison? 
' . 

'[ ','.1," .,.: .;:·:;. '',, .• ' • '' ' 
How are these problems tackled by the prison authority? 

11hat assistance is giver. to the discharged prisoner? 
~if . 

How ·c'o-"operative is the government social agencies and 
inc:U,viduals in helping to rehabilitate discharged prisoners? 
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What suggestions can you give for better organisation of the prison, 

How are your duties or functions allocated to each staff, 

ooes the senior staff duty differ from the junior. staff, 

Has the pr.lson special rules or laws? 

What functions generally do you think the prison performs for 
the inmates and the public in general? 
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APPENDIX II 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR INV.ATES 

1. How old are you7 

2. Are you married or single7 

3; prom what state are yoU7 

4. W at is the naine of your town and local government? 

5. can you read and write7 

5; What is your religion? 

7. Where you previously worked? 

B. If yes, what was your previous profession? 

9. What was your income per month? 

10. How long have you been in Nsukka prison? 

11~ What offence did you commit? 

12. Have you ever served r:rison sentence before? 

13. If yes, on what charge were you convicted? 

14. on _what offence are you convicted noW? 

.is. AJ:e you presently serving long or short term s,sntence7 

·16. Are you well fed7 

104 

17. What in your view are the general problems facing the inmates 
in the prison? 

18. What are the attitudes of the person officials tm·:,,rds 
inmates problem~? 

19. 'Are the prison official harsh or friendly? 

20. Are you presently undergoing ar;y vocational training in 
the· prison ( yes ••••..•• _. ·No •••.• ) 
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21. ~f yes what type of training? 

. 22. What are your attitudes towards the prison officials? 

23. What are your attitudes towards the society outside 
'the prison in general? 

24. What are your feelings towards the courts as well as the police? 

25. What problems do you enc,l!rlter in dealing with other inmates, 

26. What are your attitudes towards the prison environment? 

27. ,v:e you enjoying in training you are receiving from the 
vocational instructors? 

28. would you continue with what you have learnt when you are 
discharged from the prison? 

---·-·---·--------
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APPENDIX III 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WARDERS 

Department' of PALG, 
university of Nigeria, 
Nsukka. 

Hay 10, 1994 
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Please mark "V" in the box close to your choice 1,here alternative 
'choices are given • 

Where alti;,rnative choices are not provided just fill in your 
answer in the space provided. 

1. How many years are you? 

(a) 25 

Cc) 35 

29 years ;7 (b) 30 - 34 years ;7 

44 years / / ( d) 4 5 above ;7 

2. HOW long have you worked for this organization? ------
3. What is your designation or post in the organization? 

4. How is the condition of service of the ;-,risons7 

( al Unsatisfactory ;7 (b) r'airly satisfactory ;7 

(cl satisfactory ;7 ( dl Very satisfactory /~ 

5. HOW would you rate your relationship with your fellow staff? 

(a) Not cordial ;7 ·- (b) F·airly cordial r7 

(c) cordial r7 (d) Very cordial r7 

6. Have you ever received a querry from your boss7 

Ca) Yes r7 (b) NO r7 

7. If yes, how many times have you received querry .from 
your boss? 

8. How did you react to these queries7 

-----·-~-····-·-··---·-·-~·-·--··--. ··- -- -·- - - --··---····-··-- ~·----·-·-·- ... 
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How often do you punish the irunates when they cormnit offences? .. 

(a,) Not punished /7 (bl Rarely /7 (cl Often 17 

,(d) very often 17 

10.," oo you discuss freely with the irunates of the prisons, 

11. oo they express their feelings to yoU7 

(a) Yes 17 (b) No 17 

12. How would you.rate the relationship between you and the 

inmates? ( al Not cordial /7 (b) Cordial /:/ . 

13. How often do they fight among themselves7 Cal No fighting t7 

(bl Rarely t7 (cl often t7 (dl very often?__/ 

14.· What are the rehabilitati.on programmes you have in the prisons? 

( al 

(cl 

, ( el 

~~~~~~~~~ (b) 

( d) -----------
( f). -----------

,15~ How do the inmates participate in the programmes provided 
for them 

(al Very relt.'Ctantly ;--;: (bl Reluctantly t7 -- --· 
(cl Actively /7 (d) Very actively /7 

16. Do you think that the prisoners will embark on the same work 
they are now learning when they are discharged? 

( al Yes 17 (bl No r7 

17. Having been in your position, for sometime now, estimate the 
number of ex-convicts who hav<: .utilized the skills they acquired 
in the ,orisons in solving their daily needs, 
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18. no the inmates .have enough materials for practice? 

(a) Yes r-7 (b) NO ;7 

19. - How are these workshops financed? 

Workshops 

carpentry 

welding 

Tailoring 

weaving 

Literacy Ed. 

11asonery 

Painting 

Well Fairly Ill Not E'inanced 

20. finances the rehabilitation programmes? 
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~ -\. "' ' ; :,; ~-·· ".J ... , 
1[f' ,~,. ' '.- '~ ~· ,1T .. 
'J,. ' 

who 

. ( a) 
\ 1 ·~ I >' '• 

( cl 

'.\'J:i\' :federal ~oyernme;.,t r-7 -(b) The state government r7 
;h\' l ~~~ · ~ov~rnme~t / / ( d) ·Voluntary organis

0

ati~ns / / 

21. oo you pro.vide a follow-up rehabilitation programme for 
dis'charged prisoners? 

(a) Yes r7 (b) No/ J· (cl Not always ;7 

22. If yes, what type of programn:e do you provid<ia for the 
dischill°ged prisoners? 

'1',t·., .. :· 
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APPENDIX TV 

QUESTIONNAillE FOR THE D,MATES IJF NSUKKA PRISCN 

Department of PALG, 
university of 11igeria, 
NSukka. 

May 10, 1994. 

' ' \ 

Please mark •/- in the box close to your choice where alternative 
choices are gTven 

Where alternative chci,:es are not, provided just write in your 
answer in the space provided. 

1. How old are you1 

\ a) 18 - 25 years r-7 (b) 26 - 33 years r-7 
(c) 34, - 41 years / / (d) 42 and above J7 

2. How long have you stayed in this pl'ace7 --------
3. What is the "a:me of th_e work you are learning/involved? 

(a) Carpentry t7 (b) Welding t7 Cc> Tailoring / / 

( d) i:,iteracy education r-7 ( ~) weaving r-7 
(f) Painting r-7 (g) Masonery r-!Ch) Sanitary t7 

4. Have you b;en o~ this work since you came into this place? 

( a) ., (Yes) r7 (b) · NO /. / 

?~ - Who chose this work foi: you 

.''·-·. , .. L , . - :', . (a) ,The prison authority /7 (b) Freiends advice: // 
ff.~.:X,;·;;i·l•,:.1·•\\ 1\.'.')t}_I".::-:,. "·. :1/"i.',.~,·::'<"·i"'·,'·, ,').I, . .:. .• : j ., , . '- -

·: · :'' '::' · · · · · ' · · · cc· " r chose 1 t leys~lf) . 7 . -. 

! 

6. were you doing this' work before you came into this place? 

(a) Yes ;7 (b) No ;7 

7. Did you have any skilled work/job before you were admitted 
.into this place7 

( al Yes ;7 (bl r,o r-T 

-- . -- ·-----··-·"- ·--- - . 
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8. · I~ your answer to number 7 is yes, which/what tn,e was that,. 

9. DO you like the work you are 1·earning7 

( a) Yes I .I (b) No ·r-7 
10. Would you like to continue doing this type of 

are discharged? 

( al · Yes 17 (b) No 17 

11. · Is there enough instructional materials in the workshop for 
your practice? 

,Ca) Y<>s r7 (b) No ;7 

12. Do you discuss freely with the prison authority? 

(a) Yes r7 (b) No ;7 

13. 

14. 

How would you rate the relationship between you and your 
fellow inmates? 

( al 

(cl 

Cordial 17 (b) 

Not cordial 17 
Very cordial 17 

( d) Fairly cordial ;-J 

How often do you fight 

(.al. . Very. often r7 
among 

(b) 

· yoursel ves7 

Often ;7 (d) Do not fight r7 

. ':i,5. J)o you like the warders? 

( al Yes / ,./ (bl No r7 
16. Do they solve your problems in the prison wall? .. 

(al Yes 17 (b) NO r7 (cl sometime,: r7 

t•/ \, 
;., ,. ' . ' ~ 
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